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NO APOLOGIES 
COMES a time when one begins to consider the 

subject for the month's Editorial.. The 
Editorial grey matter was stirred and a 

subject came readily to mind. This particular topic 
had previously been broached so we tried again. In 
the end there was no denying that there was but 
one subject which could be tackled this month. No 
apologies are offered for again subjecting to 
Editorial comment - Television Construction. 

Television Construction as the theme is more 
than justified. The interest at the moment is 
staggering and shows no sign of early flagging. 
Take our Data Booklet " Inexpensive Television." 
The first copies were on sale on December 24th 
and since that day we have sold over 12,000 copies. 
Orders are still coming in unabated and the radio 
fraternity appears to have an unsatiable thirst for 
such information. The interest is increasing 
rather than slackening. 

Why is Television Construction so popular? 
Many reasons spring to mind, two of which are 
cost and the fact that TV is a new field to conquer. 
Taking first the cost, it is a fact that most of the 
radio fraternity feel they cannot afford to buy a 
commercial receiver at the present prices. By 
constructing a surplus -gear receiver they can cut 
the price by about a quarter -our receiver costs 
between £15 -£20. This figure is more within the 
reach of the average radio enthusiast and what is 
wore, if the " junk box " is of any pretensions the 

price can be lowered considerably. We know of 
one constructor who completed his TV receiver 
for just under £10 by judicious purchases and by 
virtue of an investigation into the junk box for 
components. 

Another factor is the ease of construction. A. 
TV receiver built from war surplus gear is not too 
difficult a proposition, providing that a certain 
amount of horse sense is applied. Our booklet, 
too, describes what is possibly the simplest 
televisor yet described utilising war surplus units. 

The components needed are easily obtainable, 
and several firms can supply a complete kit of 
parts and units. The Data Booklet itself is 
within reach of anyone's pocket, and we have been 
asked why the price is so low compared to the 
value of the information given. The answer lies 
with such things as printing costs, circulation, 
advertising support and so forth. Because the 
booklet is cheap it does not follow that the data is 
below par! Far from it -the televisors concerned, 
using the VCR97 and 5CP1 tubes, were both 
constructed, tested and the snags ironed out 
before the briginal articles appeared in print. 
And we know that consistent reception is being 
obtained on receivers built. from the articles in 
areas far outside the accepted service area. 

It may well be that 1949 will be the peak year 
for the construction of home built televisors. 

W.N.S. ° 

NOTICES 
THE EDITORS invite original contributions on 

construction of radio subjects. All material used 
will be paid for. Articles should be clearly written, 
preferably typewritten, and photographs should be 
clear and sharp. Diagrams need not be large 
or perfectly drawn, as our draughtsman will re- 
draw in most cases, but relevant information 
should be included. All MSS must be accompanied 
by a stamped addressed envelope for reply or 

return. Each item must, bear the sender's name 
and address. 

COMPONENT REVIEW. Manufacturers, pub- 
lishers, etc., are invited to submit samples or 
information of new products for review in this 
section. 

ALL CORRESPONDENCE should be addressed 
to Radio Constructor, 57, Maida Vale, Paddington, 
London, W.9. Telephone: CUN. 6579. 

AUTHENTIC AND UP -TO- THE -MINUTE INFORMATION ON VHF, BROADCAST BAND AND 
AMATEUR ACTIVITIES IS GIVEN IN OUR MONTHLY PUBLICATION "SHORT WAVE NEWS? 

TELEVISION FANS - READ "TELEVISION' NEWS " MONTHLY 
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rhe  month :s  Ed i to r ia l .  The
-Ld i to r ia l  g re)  mat le r  rvas  s t i r red  and a

subject came readily to mind. This particular topic
had previously been broached so rve tried again. In
the end there was no denying that there t'as but
one subject rvhich could be tackled this month. No
apologies are offered for again subjecting to
Editorial comment-Television Construction.

Television Construction as the theme is more
than justified. The interest at the moment is
staggering and shorvs no sign of early flagging.
Take our Data Booklet " Inexpensive Television.oo
The first copies were on sale on December 2rtrth
and since that day we have sold over 12,000 copies.
Orders are sti l l  cominq in unabated and the radio
liaternity appears to have an unsatiable thirst for
such information. The interest is increasins
rather than slackening.

W-hy is Television Construction so popular?
Many reasons spring to mind, t l 'o of rghich are
cost and the fact that TY is a ner' f ield to conquer.
Taking first the cost" it is a {act that most of the
radio liaternitv fcel they cannot afford to buy a
commercial receiver at the present prices. [|1'
constructing a surplus-gear receivcr they can cut
the  pr ice  by  about  a  quar le r -our  reee i re r  cos tc
betrqeen S15-f20. This {igure is more rvithin the
reach of the average radio enthusiast and rrhat is
more, if the " junk box " is of any pretensions the

price can be lowered considerably. We know of
one constructor rvho completed his TV receiver
for just under f,10 by judicious purchases and by
virtue of an investigation into the junk box for
components .

Another factor is the ease of construction. A
TV receiver built from war surplus gear is not too.
difficult a proposition, providing that a certain
amount of horse sense is applied. Our booklet,
too, describes what is possibly the simplest
televisor yet described utilising war surplus units,

The components needed are easily obtainable,
and several firms can supply a complete kit of
parts and units. The Data Booklet itself is
rvithin reach of anyone's pocket, and rve have been
asked w-hy the price is so low compared to the
value of the information given. The answer lies
rvith such things as printing costs, circulation,
advertising support and so forth. Because the
booklet is cheap it does not follorv that the data is
below parl Far from it-the televisors concerned,
using the YCR97 and 5CPl tubes, rvere both
constructed, tested and the snags ironed out
befbre the driginal articles appeared in print.
And rre knorv that consistent reception is being
obtained on receivers built. from the articles in
areas far outside the accepted service area.

It may rvell be that 19,19 wil l be the peak year
for the construction of home buiit televisors.

\\-.N.S.

N O T
THE EDITORS invite original contributions on

construction of radio subjds. All material used
will be paid for. Articles should be clearly writteD.
preferably typdwritten, and phorographs should br!
clear and sharp, Diagrams need not be large
or perfectly drawn, as our draughtsman will re.
draw in most cases, but relevant infomation
should be included. All MSS must be acompanied
by a stamped addressed envelope for reply or

I C E S
return. Each item must bear the sender's name
md address.

COMPONENT REVIEW. Manufacturers. oub.
lishem, etc., are invited to submit samiles- or
info-madon of new products for review 

-in 
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sctlon.
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LOGICAL FAULT FINDING 
By J. R. 

INTRODUCTION. 
AN introduction is very necessary to a series 

of articles of this type. Owing to shortage 
of space, however, I must do my best to 

make that introduction as short as possible. 
The theme of the articles lies in the art of 

fault -finding in the shortest space of time. I 
consider that the time spent in finding the faulty 
part of a circuit is the most important thing. It 
only takes a few minutes to replace a faulty 
component. It can take several hours to find 
which component is causing the trouble. It is 
impossible to cut down the time spent in 
repairing a set; but, very, very often, by use of 
a logical technique, the time lost in finding the 
fault can be shortened very considerably indeed 

This is the first of a series 

designed to ' assist the home 
constructor in tracing faults 

It had been my original intention to confine 
the articles to fault- finding on commercial 
receivers, or on receivers which had been home - 
constructed successfully and had at some time 
since failed. Servicing in these cases would 
consist almost entirely of locating the faulty 
component or components followed by the 
necessary replacement. However, as the readers 
of this magazine would be, in the main, con- 
structors of their own receivers, I have enlarged 
the scope somewhat, insofar as I have pointed 
out faults in design that can give rise to certain 
troubles. 
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DAVIES 

This increase in scope makes for a corresponding 
enlargement of servicing technique. In the case 
of a faulty commercial receiver we are already 
possessed of one vital fact before we start. And 
that is that the set, when it left the factory, was 
in full working order. The repair of that set 
then consists of bringing it back to it's original 
state. The repair of a commercial set should not 
consist of adding bits and pieces here and there. 
The servicing of some home- constructed sets 
does, however, necessitate the addition (or 
subtraction) of a few components if the chassis 
is to work well. 

In these articles I shall treat the case of the 
commercial or successful home -constructed set 
first, and, if necessary, then pay attention to 
faults in design when and where they occur. 
It should be realised that fault -finding in the 
first case is a purely logical affair, whereas, in the 
second case, it can often be a matter of experi- 
nìenting and occasional guesswork. 

These articles, therefore, are intended to point 
out the various tests -and the order in which 
they should be used -that need to be carried 
out in the repair of unserviceable receivers. 

I have used enough words in this introduction 
to bring out the main points in the following 
articles. Let us now proceed to the various ills 
which can beset the radio receiver and consider 
their quickest diagnosis. 

HUM. 
Hum is one of the simplest snags to cure in 

the normal domestic receiver. 
There are various types of hum: 
1. Hum due to bad smoothing in the power 

supply. This shows up as a continuous hum in 
the speaker, whether a station is being received 
or not. 

Fig. 1. (A) Showing the conventional fullwave rectifier 
circuit. (B) A typical AC /DC rectifier circuit. The resistor 
is used instead of a choke in order to save space and also for 
economy. (C) A fullwave rectifier circuit 'in which the 
smoothing choke (or speaker field) is inserted in the negative 
line. The voltage dropped across this component is often 

used for bias purposes in the receiver. 
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f ,  \  in l rodue l ion  is  le r l -  neeessar ) -  to  a  ser ies

f l  o f  a r t i c l e s , o f  t b i s  t r p e .  O r i n g  t o  s h o r l a g e
o l  lpacc .  ho \ !e \e r ,  I  mus l  do  rc )  bes t  to

make that introduction as short as oossible.
T h e  t h e  m e  o f  t h e  a r l i c l e s  l i e s  l n  t h e  a r t  o f

fault-f inding in the shortest space of t ime. I
consider that the time spent in fnding the faultv
part of a circuit is the most important thing. It
only takes a fers minutes to replace a faulty
component. It can take several hours to find
v'hich component is causing the trouble. It is
impossible to cut dow.n the time .spent in
rcpairing a seq but, yery, very often, b-v use of
a logical technique, the time lost in fnding the
fault can be shortened very considerabll. indeed.

It hatl been my original intention to confine
the articles to fault-finding on commercial
receivers, ol on receivers which had been home-
constructed successfully and had at some time
since failed, Servicinc in these cases would
consist almost entirely of locating the faulty
component or components followed by the
necessary replacement. However, as the readers
of this magazine would be, in the main, con-
structors of their own receiverso I have enlarged
the scope somewhat, insofar as I have pointed
out faults in ilestgn that can give rise to certain
troubles,

DAVIES

This increase in scope makes for a corresponding
enlargement of servicing technique. In the case
of a faulty commercial receiver wc are already
possessed of one vital fact before we start. And
that is that the set, rvhen it left the factory, r.as
in iull rl.orking order. The repair of that set
then consists of bringing it back to it 's original
state. The repair of a commercial set should not
consist of adding bits and pieces here and there.
The servicing of some home-constructed sets
does, hol'ever, necessitate the addition (or
subt rac l ion)  o [  a  fe rv  comoonents  i l  tbe  chass is
is to l.ork l'ell.

In these articles I shall treat the case of the
commercial or successful home-constructed set
frst, and, if necessary, then pay attention to
faults in design when and rvhere they occur.
It should be realised that fault-findins in the
firsL case is a purely logieal affair. whereis. in the
second case, it can often be a matter of experi-
menting and occasional guesswork.

These articles, therefore, are intended to point
out the various tests-and the order in which
they should be used-that need to be carried
out in the repair of unserviceable receivers.

I have used enough I'ords in this introduction
to bring out the main points in the following
articles. Let us norv proceed to the various ills
rrhich can beset the radio receiver and consider
their quickest diagnosis,

IIUM.
Hum is one of the simplest snags to cure in

the normal domestic receiver.
There are various types of hum:-
1. Hum due to bad smoothing in the power

supply. This shows up as a continuous hum in
the speaker, H'hether a station is being received
or not.

a
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*c-l- g Ac/rx:

Fig. 1. (A) Shoning the conuentional fullwaue rectif ier
e ircuit. (B) A typical AC/ DC rectif.er drcuit. The resiitor
is used. instead of a rhoke in order to saue space and also for
cconomy. (C) A fullwave rectifer circiit in whieh ihe
smoothing choke (or speaker feld) is inserted in the nesatiae
Iine. The aoltage dropped across lhis eomponent is often

used for bias purposes in the receiuer.
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
2. Hum due to grid or cathode pick -up in the 

A.F. stages of the receiver. This is not always 
distinguishable from the hum due to bad 
smoothing so far as an aural test goes, although 
it may sometimes have a higher- pitched note. 
It is easily traceable on the test -bench however. 

3. Modulation Hum. This is a hum that appears 
whenever a station is tuned in. It may not 
necessarily appear on all stations. 

4. " Oscillator Wobble." This is a'fault due 
to frequency - modulation of the oscillator in a 
superhet at the mains frequency. The symptoms 
are somewhat similar to those of modulation 
hum, except that the trouble usually occurs on 
the short -wave band or bands. 

5. Hum due to stray magnetic fields. 
6. Hum induced mechanically. 

Hum on Battery Receivers. 
It is very rarely that any hum troubles occur 

in a battery operated set. If an H.T. eliminator 
is used, hum may be caused by this and the 
treatment is the same as that for (1) above. 
Hum may also be picked up on the control -grids 
of one or more of the valves, particularly if a 
pick -up is used. A goöd earth and appropriate 
screening should cure this. Mains modulation 
is very infrequent indeed, and may. be cured by a 
good earth connection, or may need the same 
treatment in the aerial circuit as does a mains 
receiver (see below). A set of the car -radio type, 
using a vibrator supply for H.T. should- be 
treated as a mains receiver. 

Let us now consider the various cures for the 
faults enumerated above. 

1. Hum Due to Bad Smoothing in the Power 
Supply. 

Now, if we are to use a time -saving technique, 
so far as possible we must check the components 
in their order of unreliability. 

The components in the H.T. power circuit 
most liable to give trouble are the H.T. smoothing 
capacitors. Fig. 1 gives à few typical arrange- 
ments often met in practise. In each case it is 
very probable that one or both of the electrolytic 
capacitors may have become "dry" or open - 
circuit. They may also have a partial short- 
circuit, but, unless this is excessive, the set will 
continue to play with reasonable volume. 

The quickest check is to connect an 8 p,F 
capacitor across each electrolytic in turn until 

Fig. 2. If a spare 8µF (or more) capacitor with 
paper dielectric (i.e., non polarised) is fitted with 
test prods as shown, it forms a useful accessory 
for the quick checking of faulty high value capacitors 

in the receiver. 

the hum disappears or diminishes considerably. 
There is no need to waste time disconnecting the 
capacitor under test, unless it is considered that 
it has a heavy short -circuit. For this test, and 
for many others, it is very useful to have a paper 
(non -polarised) capacitor of at least 8 pF. 
capacitance and 350. W.V. fitted with a pair of 
test leads and prods. See Fig. 2. This capacitor 
can be used for checking all high capacitance 
components in the sets under test as well as for 
shorting control grids or anodes to earth without 
affecting bias arrangements or shorting H.T. 
supplies. 

If more than two electrolytics are encountered 
iñ the power supply circuit, the extra ones should 
also be checked, as the set may have double 
smoothing. Always ascertain that the individual 
negative and positive of each smoothing capacitor 
is correctly identified for checking purposes, as 
the capacitor negatives do not always go to 
chassis. See Fig. 1 (c). 

There are few .other components in the power 
supply circuit that may cause trouble. The 
rectifier may be checked by substitution, and the 
smoothing choke or speaker field may just 
possibly have some shorted turns. 

If there is a heavy consumption somewhere on 
the H.T. line due to a partial short- circuit or, 
say, an unbiassed output valve, hum may result 
due to overload of the rectifier. These faults, 
however, will cause weak signals and possible 
distortion, and their location is best dealt with 
under those headings. 

In the case of newly- constructed receivers, 
hum will most probably be caused by insufficient 
values of smoothing capacitor or choke. In, 
AC /DC receivers, values as high as -32 F. may 
be used for smoothing capacitors, provided that 
the rectifier is rated to feed 'into these values. 

2. Hum Due to Grid or Cathode Pick -up. 
Should the tests mentioned in the previous 

section show that the mains unit is above reproach, 
it is very possible that the hum is being picked 
up by a grid or cathode.' 

Fig. 3 shòws a typical A.F. section of a superhet, 
a double- diode -triode followed by a pentode 
output valve. To start our tests, we short - 
circuit the grid of the double -diode -triode valve 
to chassis. Should the hum cease the indication 
is that it is being picked up by that grid. The 

.idea behind the test is to discover in which grid 
circuit the hum is being picked up. If shorting 
the grid of the first amplifier valve to earth does 
not stop the hum, and shorting the grid of the 
second does, then it is obvious that the hum is 
being picked up on the grid of the second valve. 
(If the amplifier possesses more than two valves, 
we start at the first and work on towards the 
output valve to discover in which stage the trouble 
lies). When we have located the faulty grid 
circuit, we then look for the particular cause of 
the trouble within that circuit. 

If the lead to the grid in the faulty stage is 
screened, this screening should be checked; 
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. 2.. Hum due to grid or cathode pick-up in the
A.F. stages of the receiver. This-is noi alrravs
distinguishable from the hum due to lad
smootb ing  so  fa r  as  an  aura l  les t  goes ,  a l thoush
i t  may somet imes hare  a  h igher -p i tched oo i . .
It is easily traceable on the te;t-b;ch hor-ever.

3 .  Modu la t ionHum.  Th is isahumthatappears
whenever a station is tuned in. It m;; not
necessar i l y  appear  on  a l l  s la l ions .

4. " Oscil lator Wobble." This is a fault due
to frequency*modulation of the oscil lator in a
superhet at the mains frequenct'. The symptoms
are somewhat similar to those of modulation
hum, except that the trouble usually occurs on
the  shor t -uave band or  bands .

5 .  H u m  d u e  t o  s t r a \  m a g n e t i c  f i e l d s .
6. Hum induced mechanicallv.

Hum on Battery Receivers.
It is very rarely that any hum troubles occur

in a battery operated set. If an H.T. eliminator
is used, hum may be caused by this antl thc
treatment is the same as that for (l) above.
H u m  m a 1  a l s o  h e  p i c k e d  u p  o n  t h e  e o n t r o l - g r i d -
of one or more of the valves, particularlw if a
p ick -up  is  used.  A  good ear lh  aod appropr ia le
screening should cure this. Mains moduiation
is very infrequent indeed, and rrav be cured b\ a
good earth connection, or may need the same
treatment in the aerial circuit as does a mains
receiver (see belorv). A set of the car-radio tvoe.
using a vibrator supply {br H.T. should: be
treaied as a mains receiver.

Let us now consider the various cures for the
faults enumerated above.

l. llrrm Due to Bail Smoothins in the por-er
Supply.

Now, if rve are to use a time-saving technique"
so lar as possible s'e must check the co-por*ts
in  lhe i r  o rder  o f  unre l iab i l i t r .

The component  s  in  the  H.T .  por r -e r  c i re  u i t
most  l iab le  to  g ive  t ruub le  a re  the  H.T .  smoo lh ing
capac i to rs .  F ig .  I  g ives  a  feu .  t lp ica l  a r range-
ments often met in practise. In each case ii- is
very probable that one or both of the electrolytic
eapac i to rs  mav have become . .  d rv  "  o r  onen_
circuit. Thev may also have a partial sliort-
circuit, but, unless this is excessive, the set r-ill
continue to play v.ith reasonable volume.

The quickest check is to connect an g uF
capac i to r  across  cach e lec t ro l r - t i c  in  lwn un t i l

Fig. 2. If a spare \pF (or more) capacitor tith
paper dielectric (i.e., non-polarised) i; rttted .auth
test prods as shown, it forms a useful accessorv
for the quick checking offoulty high xaiue capacitois

in the receircr.

the hum disapp_ears or diminishes considerably.
There is no need to waste time disconnectins the
eapac i to r  under  tes t .  un less  i t  i s  con . idered  thaL
it has a heavy short-circuit. For this test, and
lb r  man.y  o thers .  i t  i s  very  use fu l  1o  have a  paper
(non-po la r ised)  capac i Io r  o f  a t  lea" t  

-g  
uF.

capacitance and 350 W.V. fitted rvith a pair of
test leads and prods. See Fig. 2. This caiacitor
can be used fbr checking all high 

"up"^"itoo""components in the sets under test as well as for
shorting control grids or anodes to earth without
affecting bias arrangements or shorting H.T.
suppues.

If more than tl.o electrolytics are encountered
in the porrer supply circuit, the extra ones should
also be checked, as the set may have double
smooth ing .  A lways  ascer la in  tha i  the  ind iv idua l
negative and positive of each smoothing capacitor
is correctly identified for checking prirpoies, as
the capacitor negatives do not .alw-ais eo to
,  hass is .  See F ig .  |  (c ) .

There are I'etv .other components in the power
supply circuit that may cause trouble. The
rectif ier may be checked by substitution, and the
smoothing choke or sp+ker field may just
possibly have some shorted rurns.

If there is a heavy consumption somervhere on
the H.T. l ine due to a partial short-circuit or,
sav, an unbiassed output valve, hum may result
due Lo  over load o f  the  rec t i f ie r .  The.e  fau l ts .
horvever .  r r i l l  eause r reak  s igna ls  and poss ib le
distortion, and their location is best dealt with
under those headinss.

In the case of newly-constructed receivers,
hum rrill most probably be caused by insuflicient
values of smoothing capacitor or choke. In

iC/Dq r-eceivers, values as high as.32 pF. may
be used for smoothing capacitors, provided thai
the rectifier is rated to feed into these values.

2. IIum Due to Grid or Cathoile Pick-up.

Should the tests mentioned in the previous
section shorr that the mains unit is above reproach.
i t  i s  ver r  poss ib le  Lha l  the  hum is  be ing  p ieked
up by a grid or cathode.

{8. 3 shorvs a typical A.F. section of a superhet,
a double-diode-triode followed by a pentode
output valve. To start our tests, rve short-
circuit the grid of the double-diode-triode valve
to chassis.. Should the hum cease the indication
is_ that it is being picked up by rhat grid. The
idea behind the test is to discover in which srid
c i rcu i t .  the-  h -um,  i s  be ing  p icked up .  T f  shor i ing
the grid of the first amplifier valve to earth doe:
not stop the hum, and shorting the grid of the
second does, then it is obvious that ihe hum is
be ing  p icked up  oo  the  gr id  o f  the  second va lve ,
(T I  the  ampl i f ie r  possesscs  more  than tuo  va lves ,
a'e start at the first and work on towards the
output valve to discover in which stage the trouble
l ies ) .  Shen we have loca led  the  fau l tv  e r id
c i reu i l .  we then look  fo r  the  par t i cu la r  

"aus i  
o f

the  t roub le  u ' i th in  tha t  c i rcu i t .
If the lead to the grid in the faulty stage is

screened, this screening should be che&ed;
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Fig. 3 

attention also being paid to the screening of the 
top cap as well, if this is fitted. The metallising 
or screening of the valve should also be tested. 
Or, again, the metal case of any volume control 
in the circuit may have become disconnected 
from chassis. In fact, all the screening appro- 
priate to the faulty grid circuit should be checked, 
and it can be seen that neatly all the faults may 
be laid down to bad screening. If a pick -up 
radio switch is used, ensure that the leads to this 
component are above suspicion. (It should also 
be remembered that an open grid circuit may 
cause hum, although distortion or loss of signal 
will usually accompany this fault). 

If it is decided that the hum is not being picked 
up by the grids, the next components in the chain 
of probability are the electrolytic cathode by- 
pass capacitors. Again our k8 p,F test capacitor 
(Fig. 2), shows its uses. With one test lead to 
chassis, we can now " prod " the cathodes of the 
various valves. See Fig. 3. If a case is found 
where a cessation, or considerable diminumition, 
of hum is found, then the capacitor under test 
is undoubtedly the guilty component, having 
probably become " dry " or open -circuit. 

(To be continued) 

THE EDITORS INVITE . . 

Constructional articles suitable for 
publication in this journal. Prospective 
writers, particularly new writers, are 
invited to apply for our " Guide to the 
writing of Constructional Articles " which 
will be sent on request. This guide will 

prove of material assistance to those who 
aspire to journalism and will make article 
writing a real pleasure ! - 
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Televisor 
Lenses 

(The Magnavistor A3) 

Messrs. Duke & Co., of 219, Ilford Lane. 
Ilford Essex (ILF. 0295), have forwarded to us 
a sample of the MAGNAVISTA television lenses, 
suitable for use with either the VCR97 or 5CP1 
cathode ray tubes (as used in " Radio Con- 
structor's " Inexpensive Television). These lenses 
are also available in various sizes covering all 
types of television receivers and a descriptive 
leaflet may be obtained on request. The model 
A/7 (for 6 inch tubes) was fitted by means of 
four screws to a television receiver containing a 

5CP1 cathode ray tube, and even when the screen 
was viewed at a variety of angles, no distortion 
was apparent in any form. Detail and contrast 
were excellent at all times, and it was quite easy 
to view the screen from a distance ranging up to 
12 -ft. The manufacturers give the magnification 
of the lenses at 2¡ times. The price of this lens, s 

model A /7, is £4/4/0. Another model available 
is the Universal model, fitted with a telescopic 
stand to enable the MAGNAVISTA lens to be 
fitted easily over the tube face, despite variation 
in the distance between the screen, and the base 
of the receiver. This model may be obtained to 
suit either a 9 or 10 inch tube, and the prices are 
£8/8/0 and £8/18/6 respectively. The Standard 
Flush Fitting model is also available for 9 or 
10 inch tubes, and the prices in this case are 
£6/6/0 and £6/16/0. The latter is fitted by 
means of four screws directly to the cabinet. 
Another type of lens available, also suitable for 
the VCR97 and similar tubes, is a 5 inch model, 
which retails at 25/ -. This is not one of the 
MAGNAVISTA products; however. 

Messrs. Duke and Co. can supply any of these 
lenses by return of post. 

R A D I O C O N S T R U C T O R

Fig. 3

attention also being paid to the screening of the

top cap as well, if this is fitted. The metallising

or screenins of the valve should also be tested.

Or, again, ihe metal case of anY volume control

in the circuit may have become disconnected
fron chassis. In fact, all the screening appro-
priate to the faulty grid circuit should be checked,

and it can be seen that neatly all the faults na1

be laid down to bad screening. If a pick-up

radio switch is used, ensure that the leads to this

component are above suspicion, (It should also

be remembered that an open grid circuit na-v

cause hum, although distortion or loss of signal

will usually accompany this fault).

If it is decided that the hum is not being picked

up by the grids, the next components in the chain

of probability are the electrolytic cathode by-
pass  capac i to rs .  Aga in  our  8  pF tes t  capac i to r
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various valves. See Fig. 3. If a case is found
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of hum is found, then the capacitor under test

is undoubtedly the guilty component, having

probably become o'dry " or open-circuit.
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Amplifier for ACIDC Operation 
designed and constructed by 

W. J. BALLARD 
PROVISION for the connection of a pick -up 

is rare in AC /DC receivers, whether designed 
- for home construction or commercially 

manufactured, and many constructors hesitate, 
for various reasons, to modify the latter ; a small 
AC /DC amplifier such as this, intended primarily 
for the reproduction of gramophone records at 
domestic sound levels, should meet the needs of 
many. Its output of two to three watts is ample 
for this purpose. 

The unit comprises a triode and output pentode 
in cascade, the HT supply being derived in the 
usual way, by half -wave rectification of an AC 
mains supply, or directly from a DC mains supply, 
the rectifier, in this latter case, behaving merely 
as a low -value resistor. 

The circuit, see Fig. 1, is straightforward and is 
designed around valves of the 0.2A- heater, 
" British " type, as these require relatively high 
heater -voltages; with only three valves in 
circuit, the volts to be dropped by the ballast - 
resistor might otherwise be excessive for a normal 
type of component. 

Safety Precautions. 
In all AC /DC gear, certain safety precautions 

have to be taken, in addition to those required 
for AC apparatus, owing to the chassis being in 
direct electrical contact with one mains conductor 
which might not be the earthed one. 

Since the pick -up is handled while the amplifier 
is switched on, Cl and C2 are provided to isolate 
it, and must on no account be omitted, unless 
the pick -up is to be connected to RI via a double - 
wound transformer, so housed that its secondary - 
winding terminals cannot be inadvertantly 
touched while the unit is in normal use. The 
values of Cl and C2 are important. Being 
effectively in series with each other and with the 
pickup, capacitances much smaller than those 
specified would reduce the input at the lower 
frequencies, whilst too large capacitances would, 

, on AC mains, pass too heavy a current in the event 
of an accidental short -circuit between the input 
terminals and earth (i.e., ground, not chassis). 
0.1µF should be regarded as a maximum, 
normally. 

The chassis is not earthed, and earthing was 
not found necessary for either AC -or DC opera- 
tion. Under no circumstances should the chassis 
be connected direct to earth ; if, for any reason, 
earthing is necessary, it should be done indirectly 
by means of a 0.01µF isolating capacitor. 

Isolating capacitors should be rated to with- 
stand at least 450V peak, and preferably 1kV. 

Domestic radio apparatus is normally con- 
trolled by its own switch, the mains -plug being 
left inserted in a live socket -outlet. This fact is 
easily overlooked when making adjustments to 
the apparatus, and for this reason particularly, 
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W.  J .  BALLARD
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circuit, the volts to be dropped by the ballast-
resistor might otherwise be excessive for a normal
type of component,

Safety Precautions.

_ In all AC/DC gear, certain safety precautions
have to be taken, in addition to thoie reouired
for  AC-appararus .  ou ing  ro  lhe  chass i :  b " ing  in
direct electrical contact with one mains condu-ctor
rvhich might not be the earthed one.

Since the pick-up is handled rvhile the amplif ier
is srritched on, Cl and C2 are provided to isolate
it, and must on no account be omitted" unless
the pick-up is to be connected to Rl via a double-
rround transfbrner, so housed that its secondarv-
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touched rvh i le  the  un i t  i -  in  normal  use .  The
values of Cl and C2 are important. Being
effectively in series rrith each other and v'ith the
pick;up, capacitances much smaller than those
specified l'ould reduce the input at the lorver
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on AC mains, pass too heavy a current in the event
of an accidental short-circuit betr-een the inout
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left inserted iu a l ive socket-outlet. ThiJfact i i
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
L 

Fig. 1. Circuit of amplifier, 

CI, Isolating capacitor, 0.11LF, 450V peak. 
C2, Isolating capacitor, 0.11LF, 450V peak. 
C3, Bias by -pass capacitor, 25µF, 25V wkg. electrolytic. 
C4, Decoupling capacitor, 8µF, 450V peak electrolytic. 
C5, Coupling capacitor, 0.05µF. 350V peak. 
C6, Bias by -pass capacitor, 25µF, 25V wkg. electrolytic. 
C7, Tone correction capacitor, 0.001µF, 350V peak. 
C8, Smoothing capacitor, 811.F, 4511/ peak electrolytic. 
C9, Smoothing capacitor 8µF, 450V peak electrolytic. 
C9, Smoothing capacitor, 8µF, 450V peak electrolytic. 
RI, Volume control, 0.5 M S2, 1 watt (combined with Sw.) 
R2, VI bias resistor, 750 S2, 4 watt. 
R3, Anode load resistor, 33 k S2, 1 watt. 
R4, Decoupling resistor, 10 k S2, f watt. 

a double -pole on/off switch is specified ; with this 
in the " off " position, the amplifier is then 
isolated from the mains. A volume control with 
DP switch may not, however, be easily obtainable 
at the present time, in which case a SP type may 
be used, the switch being inserted in the lead to 
the ballast -resistor, but if so, the mains -plug must 
be withdrawn from the socket- outlet before 
making any adjustments -a wise precaution 
with any set. - 

Any screening of the pick -up leads should be 
" earthed " to chassis through a 0.01µF isolating 
capacitor. Even where the screening is elec- 
trically isolated from the pick -up arm and leads, 
direct earthing (to ground) is not recommended, 
as, being flexible, the screening may come into 
contact with the chassis. 

L 

HT-4 - `000 
+ 

+ 

C8 
O 

169 

MR 

1001L-.- 1001L 
131011- -- 

Heater V?- 
Heater VI - 

and component valves, etc. 

R5, Grid leak resistor, 0.1 M S2, 1 watt. 
R6, Grid stopper resistor, 4.7 k S2, i watt. . 

R7, V2 bias resistor, 200 S2, s watt. 
R8, Anode stopper resistor, 100 S2, f watt. 
R9; Surge limiting resistor, 100 S2, =, watt. 
RIO, Heater ballast resistor, 810 S2 minimum, tapped 

100 S2 (c), 100 S2 (b), 610 f2 (a) -0.2A type, 40 watt. 
VI, V2, V3 -see Table 1. 
L, Smoothing choke, maximum resistance 500 Q. 
Sw, DP on/off switch (combined with Rl). 
Other components required : 3 valve bases as appropriate, 
chassis, loudspeaker and output transformer, terminals or 
socket -strips, mains plug, wire, sleeving and miscellaneous 
nuts, bolts and screws. 

In the original model, the pick -up leads were 
about 18 inches long, and no screening was found 
to be necessary, provided that they were kept 
clear of mains wiring, loudspeaker leads and the 
smoothing choke. 

All grub- screws in control knobs should be 
recessed, and the recesses plugged with wax or 
similar insulating material. 

To sum up -the chassis must not be directly 
earthed or handled while the amplifier is connected 
to the mains, and any apparatus (including the 
pick -up) used with the amplifier and earthed, or 
likely to become earthed or to make electrical 
contact with the operator, must not be directly 
connected to the chassis. 

240 - 250V 
220-230V 
200 -210V - i 

Mains 
RIO 

chassis 
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Fig. 2. Circuit of power pack, 
using half -wave metal rectifier in 
lieu of V3. R10 is 1010 S2 

R A D I O  C O N S T R U C T O I {

Fig. 1. Cittuit oJ 0nlPli|il

C1, Lsolating cepacitor, O.llLF,45OV peak.
C2, Lsolatittg capacitor, O.l 1.tF, 45OV p-eak.
C3, Bias by-pass (eacitor,25PF,25V wkg. electroltt ic.
C4, Decouplitlg .'.tpecitor, I1tF. 450V peok eIe.tro|j,tic.
C5, Couplirtg capacitor,0.O5lLF. 350V peak-
C6, Blas by-pasi capacitor, 25PF,25V vkg. ele('trolytic.
C7, Tone correction c(rpecitor,0.0011.-F, 350V peak.
C8, Smoothlng capacitor, 8lLF, 450V peak eledrolytic-
C9, Smoothing ulpe(itor 81tF,450V peak electrclytic.
C9, Sntoothing (apacitor, 8lLF, 45OV peek electroljt i(.
RL, Volunte control, O.5 M O, I lt.r l l  (totnbircd rit l  Sr'.)
R2., VI bia.s rcsistctr,750 !), + vatt.
R3- Anode lotd resistor- 33 I l, l . I v,zrtt.
R4, Detoupling retistor, lO k C), t vdtt.

a double-pole on,, 'o{f srsitch is spccified l rvith this
in the " o{f " position, the amplif ier is then
isolated {rom the mains. A volume control rrith
DP st' i tch mav not, however, be easily obtainable
at the present t ime, in rrhich case a SP tvpe na,-v
be used, the s$itch being inserted in the lead to
the ballast-resistor, but if so, the mains-plug must
be rrithdrarvn frorn thc socket-outlet beforc
m u l , i n g  a n r  r r d j u s t n r e n l s  . a  r r i s e  p r e . a u l i o r r
r.ith an-v set.

Any screening of the pick-up leads should be

" earthed " to chassis through a 0.0lpF isolating
capacitor. Even rshere the screening is eiec-
trically isolated from the pick-up arm and leads"
direct earthing (to ground) is not recommended,
as .  he ing  f l cx i l r le .  the  screen ing  mar  come in to
corrtact with t.he chassis.

Qtal (otrtponenl la!\'es, elc,

R5. Grid leak resistor, O.l M C), t watt.
R6, Grid stopper resistor,4.'1 k d), i watt.
R7. V2 bio.s resisror,2OO !), t \9.ttt.
R8. Anode sropper resi.tror,100 f). i patt.
R9, Surge lintiting rcsistor, 100 O, * patr.
RLO, Heater ballast resistor, 8lO Q miniillutlt, tapped

100 Q (c), 100 f) (b), 610 Qk)-0.2A type,40 wott.
Vl, Y2, V3-see Table l.
L, Stnoothing choke, maxirnunt resistqnce 500 d),
Sw, DP onloff switch (combined with Rl).
Other conponents requiretl : 3 valye bases os appropriQte,
chtt.ssis, loudspet*er end output tt.tnsformet, tenninals or
socket-strips, nnins plug, wire, sleeving ond ntiscelkuteous
t1uts, bolts qnd strevs.

In the original model, the pick-up leads were
about lB inches long, and no screening B'as found
to be necessary, provided that they were kept
clear of mains wiring. loudspeaker leads and the
smoothing choke.

AII grub-screu's in control knobs should be
recessed, and the recesses plugged rvith wax or
similar insulating material.

To sum up-the chassis must not be directly
earthed or handled rvhile the amDlifier is connected
t o  l h e  m a i n s .  a n d  a n y  a p p a r a i u s  ( i n e l u d i n g  l h e
pick-up) used with the amplifier and earthed, or
l ikely to become earthed or to make electrical
contact $ith the operator, must not be directly
connected to the chassis.
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

Underchassis view of the amplifier. The wiring and position of the components may be clearly seen. 

Construction and Wiring. 
The construction presents no difficulties as the 

layout is not critical, save that the input lead to 
the control grid of V1 must be kept reasonably 
short to avoid instability and hum pick up, and,' 
if the loudspeaker is to be mounted close to the 
amplifier, the choke should be so orientated as not 
to induce hum in the output transformer. 

The chassis, measuring 10-1" x 6" x 2', was 
purchased ready -drilled for valve bases, and is 
of the type intended for midget receivers. This 
size provides ample room for all components, and 
could even be á little smaller. Alternatively, 
there is room for the output transformer to be 
mounted on the chassis instead of on the loud- 
speaker frame. 

The volume control should be located so as to 
keep the grid leak to V1 reasonably short, as 
indicated above, and the input terminals should 
be mounted nearby, preferably so that Cl and C2 
maybe wired directly, by their wire ends, between 
the terminals and the volume control. It will be 
observed from Fig 3 that the volume control is 
mounted near one end of rear flange of the chassis. 
This was done merely to avoid drilling the front 

panel of the cabinet before the location of the 
controls of a proposed tuner -unit was known. 
There is, of course, no reason why it should not 
be mounted elsewhere, if the location of other 
components permits. 

The leads to the ballast -resistor are exposed to 
the considerable heat it dissipates and some sort 
of protection should be provided if possible. The 
author used 20 SWG tinned copper wire threaded 
through china beads. Children's glass or ceramic 
heeds are suitable and are usually obtainable at 
toy -shops and popular stores. Ceramic insulating 
beads specifically designed for this purpose are 
commercially manufactured but are not stocked 
by many retailers. 

The voltage adjustment device is a four- section 
insulated wire- connector, as used by electricians, 
bolted to the chassis. It carries a flex loop, of 
which one end is permanently connected to one 
section, and the other free to be inserted into the 
appropriate section of the other three. Any type 
of insulated four -way connector may. be used for 
this purpose. 

Wiring is straightforward. Components are 
few in number, and resistors and capacitors are 
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

Valve Original 

V1 Milliard 
HL13C 

V2 Mazda 
Pen 3520 

V3 Mazda U4020 

Brimar Cossor Mazda 

4D1 - HL1320 

7D6* - 
IDS 40SUA 

Alternatives 

Mullard Tungsram 

H1413 - HL13S 
HL13 

CL33 PP35$ 
Pen 36t 

Service Types 

AR7, CV1109, CV3502, 
NR55, VR109 

CV 1401 

CV764, CV1267 

* 40V heater -decrease R10 by 25 S2, change R7 to 150 0, output transformer ratio 65 to 55 : 1 

for 2 to 3 S2 impedance speaker. 
t Change R7 to 225 0 
$ Change R7 to 175 Sl 

Table 1. Valves required and suitable alternatives. 

suspended in the wiring. If the electrolytic 
capacitors are of the type in which a metal. case 
is the negative contact, fixing clips making good 
contact with the chassis will be required. 

R6 and R8, to be effective, should be wired 
close up to their respective valve -pins. 
Components and Values. 

The resistance specified for the input `volume 
control is correct for most crystal pick -ups, and 
will usually be found satisfactory for other types, 
but the pick -up manufacturers' recommendations 
should be followed if known. 

R10 is a standard 0.2A ballast- resistor, of at 
least 810 S2 . resistance, with adjustable taps 
which have to be set to the values indicated. If 
no ohmeter is available, the dealer from whom the 
resistor is purchased will usually do this ; it is 
the work of a few minutes only. . 

The smoothing choke L should be of low 
resistance, not more than about 500 Si, and 
preferably less, to avoid excessive voltage drop. 
It must. be rated to carry at least 60 mA, DC. 

The output transformer ratio should be between 
55 and 35:1, for a speech -coil impedance of 
2 to 3 ohms, and the primary must have a mini- 
mum rating of 40 mA, DC. The loudspeaker in 
use is-an 8" PM type, and this size is recommended. - 

The amplifier has been used with both a 
Rothermel " Senior " crystal and a Collaro 
magnetic pick -up, and functions satisfactorily 
with either. 

The valves used in the original, and suitable 
alternatives including service types, are listed in 
Table 1, while base connections are set out in 
Table 2. 

The specified values of bias resistors should be 
adhered to, but those of other resistors are not 
critical and near values may be substituted. 
Minimum wattage ratings have been given. 

Capacitances specified should not be altered, 
and the ,voltage ratings given are minima, but 
C8 may be of greater capacitance (up to 32 µF) if 
additional smoothing is required, while C7 may 
be increased or decreased to provide tone correc- 
tion to suit, the user's personal taste. See also 
" Modifications." below. 
Modifications. 

Constructors who wish to dispense with the 
mains- voltage adjustment may do so by per- 
manently connecting the lead direct to the 810 S2 
tapping on RIO. Tests with the mains input 
reduced to 200V indicate that, for the purposes 
for which the amplifier is intended, there is no 
appreciable difference in performance, even 
though the 810 0 tapping is appropriate to a 
250V- supply. 

If it is desired to use a metal rectifier in place 
of V3, the resistor R10 must be increased to 
1,010 S2 tapped (if the mains- voltage adjustment 
is required) to give sections of 100 0, 100 S2 and 
810 12, and this may entail using two or more 
series- connected resistors of appropriate wattage - 

Centre- 
pn 

HL 13C - 

4D1 
HL 1320 
HL 13 

Table 2. 
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11I, 13S Pen 3520 
7D6 

Pen 36 

CL 33 
C V1401 

Valve -base connections (bases viewed from under -side). 

U 4020 - 

1D5 
40 SUA 
CV 764 
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Valvc Origirral
Alternatives

Tungsram Service Types

b Mullard
H I , 1 3 C

suspended in t.he rrir iug. If the electrolvtic
capacitors are of the tvpe in u,hich a metal case
is the negative (ontact, f ixing clips rraking good
contact rrith the chassis rdll be recuired.

R o  a n t l  R 8 -  t o  h e  e f f c e t i r e .  . h o u l d  1 , .  * i r e d
close up to their rcspective valve-pins.
Components and Yalues.

The rcsistance specified {br the input r olurne
control is correct for most crrstal pick-ups, and
rsil l  usuallv be found satisfactorv for other tvpes,
ltut the pick-up manulat turers' recornrnendations
=hou ld  be  I t ' l l t ' r r 'ed  i l  knor rn .

Rl0 is a standard 0.2A ballast-resistor" of at
least 8I0 Q . resistance, rrith ad.justable taps
rrhich har.e to be set to the values indicated. If
no ohmeter is available. the dealer from rrhom the
resistor is purchased rti l l  usuallv do this : it is
the l'ork of a fel' ruinutes onlv. .

The 
"moot  

h i r rg  e  hoke L  shou ld  be  o l  lon
resistance, not rnore than about 500 O. and
preferabl-v less. to avoid excessive r-oltage drop.
It must.be rated to carrv at ieast 60 rnA. I)C.

The output trausforrner ratio should be betrreen
55 and 35 : I, lbr a speech-coil impedance of
2 to 3 ohms, and the prirnarv must have a mini-
m u m  r a t i r r s  o f  l 0  r r r . \ .  D C .  T h e  l o u d . p e a k e r  i n
use is an 8" PM tvpe, and this size is recommended.

The arnplif ier has been used rvith both a
Rothcrmel " Senior " crvstal and a Collaro
magnetic pick-up, and lirnctions satislactori lv
r"ith either.

Rrimar Cossor l lazda i }lullard
l

l .D r  H r , r szo  
-u r - r r

: ' i
I

HL]35
HL13

aR?, cv1109, CV3s02,
NR55. VRl09

-- Irrd,,  
-  

7D6* - 
- l  

CtJ3 PP35+
I'en 1i520 ] n"" le1

_ l _

\-3 Mazda L -1u20 1Il5 .I0SLA | -

cv l40 l

'Ihe 
vah-es used in the oriqinal. and suitable

a l l e r n a t i v e s  i n e l u d i n g  s e r v i e e  i ; p e , .  a r e  l i s l e d  i n
Table I, rrhile base connections are set out in
Tab le  2 .

The specified values of bias resistors should be
adhered to, but those o1'other resistors are not
crit ical and near values may be substituted.
Minimum wattage ratings havc been given.

Capacitances specified should not be altered,
and the voltage ratings given are minima, but
CB ma-v be of greater capacitance (up to 32 pF) if
additional smoothing is required, r 'hile C7 may
be incrcased or decreased to provide tone correc-
l i o n  l o  s u i t  t h e  u s e r ' s  p e r " o n i r l  l a s t e .  S e e  a l s o
" Modifications 'o belorr.
Modificatiore.

Constructors rqho v'ish to dispense tvith the
mains- r -o l tage ad jus tment  ma1 do so  by  per -
manentlv connecting the lead direct to the 810 ()
tapping on Rl0. Tests rsith thc mains input
redueed lo  200V ind ieare  tha t .  fo r  the  purposes
for rrhich the amplifier is intended, there is no
appreciable difference in performance, even
t h o u g h  t h e  8 1 0  O  t u p p i n g  i s  a p p r o p r i a r e  t o  a
250\r supply.

If i t is desired to use a metal rectif ier in rlace
ot  V j t -  the  res is to r  RI0  must  be  inc reased to
I,0f0 O tapped (if the mains-voltage adjustment
is required) to give sections of 100 O, 100 O and
810 Q" and this may entail using tr.o or more
s e r i e s - e o n n e c t e d  r e s i s l o r s  o f  a p p r o p r i a t e  \ l a l l a g e -

cv?61, cvr267
+ {0\i heater decrease RlO by 25 o. chanse R? to 150 o, output transformer ratio 65 to 5s : I

for 2 to 3 l) impedance speaker.
t Change R? to 225 (-)

f  Change R7 to  1?5 O

Table l. I 'altes rertuiretl an<I suitable alternatiues.

Pen 3520
iD6

Per 36

CL 33
CV\101

HL I3C I{r i3S
l r l

HL t320
HI,  13

L ,1020
lD5

40 sttl
c l ' 7 6 1
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Table 2. I,-alte-base connect;ons (bases 
"^ieted ft.om under-sii le).



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

View of the amplifier as seen from the rear. 

rating (4 watts per 100 f) to make up the 
required value. The circuit, when using a metal 
rectifier, is sh-wn in Fig 3. 

A variable tone control may be arranged if 
desired, by wiring a 50K S2 variable resistor in 
series with, and on the " earthy " side of, C7, the 
capacitance of which may be increased to 0.1µF 
to provide more top -cut at' the maximum. The 
fitting of such a control may be found useful to 
achieve a symmetrical panel layout when RI 
cannot be centrally located on the cabinet front. 

The smoothing choke, L, may be replaced by 
the field winding of a mains -energised speaker, 

- provided that such a winding is not of appreciably 
higher DC. resistance and does not require an 
energising current exceeding 50 to 60 mA. 

The use of a 0.5A -fused mains -plug is well 
worthwhile. 
Housing. 

Any cabinet, other than a metal one, may be 
used for housing the amplifier, but adequate 
ventilation must be arranged. It is desirable to 
drill a hole, of the diameter of the ballast- resistor, 
or a series of small holes, in the chassis under 
that component to allow free circulation of air 
through and round the resistor: If the floor of 
the cabinet is clear of the surface on which it 
stands, a large hole should be drilled in it, in 
alignment with that already described, and plenty' 
of holes drilled in top and bottom edges of the 

- rear panel to allow free ingress of cold air and 

egress of hot. The holes may be' covered with 
gauze to keep out dust. This amplifier is par- 
ticularly suitable in size for converting an acoustic 
gramophone to electrical operation and will 
usually fit into the space formerly occupied by 
the horn, or used for storing records, leaving 
plenty of space around it for ventilation. Holes 
can be drilled in such a cabinet, in the bottom 
and back, which will not be visible in normal use. 
As acoustic -gramophone cabinets are often 
designed to boost the lower audio frequencies, 
some attention to the loudspeaker arrangements 
may be necessary to avoid cabinet resonance 
and booming. 
Cost. 

Using new components, the amplifier cost 
about £8, inclusive of speaker and pick -up in 
1946 ; using " demobbed " components now 
available, it could cost considerably less. 
Operating Notes. 

As with all AC /DC gear, some 30 seconds or 
so must be allowed after switching on, before the 
valve heaters reach their working temperature. 
On AC mains, it is immaterial which way round 
the mains plug is inserted in its socket -outlet, 
but on DC it must be so inserted that the pin 
connected to chassis is in contaet with the 
negative mains conductor. No harm will be 
done if the connections are reversed, but no HT 
current will be available, the rectifier being 

(Continued on page 495.) 
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l/ieu, o.f the amplifer as seen from tlte rear

rating (.1, $'atts per 100 O) to make up the
required r.alue. The circuito rrhen using a metal
rectif ier, is sh-rvn in Fig 3.

A variable tone control may be arranged if

desired, by rviring a 50K O variable resistor in
series with, and on the " earthy " side of, C7, the
capacitance of r.hich mav be increased to 0.lpF
to provide more top-cut at the maximum. The
fittins of such a control mav be found useful to
ach ie i  e  a  symmet  r i ca l  po t " l  lu t  o r t  rvhen R I

cannot be centrally located on the cabinet front.
The smoothing choke, L, mav be replaced bv

the field l'inding of a mains-energised speaker,
provided that such a winding is not of appreciabl-v

higher DC resistance and does not require an

energising current exceeding 50 to 60 mA.
The use of a 0.SA-fused mains-pluq is r-ell

worthwhile.

flousing.
Anylabinet, other than a metal one, ma.r be

used for housing the amplifier, but adequate

ventilation must be arranged. It is desirable to

drill a hole, of the diameter of the ballast-resistor,
or a series of small holes. in the chassis under

that component to allow free circrlation of air

throueh and round the resistor. If the floor of

the c;binet is clear of the surface on which it

stands, a large hole should be drilled in it, in

alignment with that already described, and plenty

of holes drilled in top and bottom edges of the
. rear panel to aller free ingress of cold air and

esress of hot. The holes may be'covered with

giuze to keep out dust. This amplifier is par-

ticularly suitable in size for converting an acoustic

gramophone to electrical operation anil -will
usuall! fit into ihe space formerly occupieil by

the horn, or used for storing records' leaving

plent1 of space around it for ventilation. Holes

ian bc drilled in such a cabinet, in the bottom

and back, which will not be visible in normal use.

As  acousL ic -grarnophone eab ine l  s  a re  o f ten

desisned to boost the lorter audio frequencies'

somi attention to the loudspeaker arrangements

may be necessary to avoid cabinet resonance

and booming.
Cost.

Using nerv components, the amplifier cost

about f,8, inclusive of speaker and pick-up in

1946 ; using " demobbed " components now

available, it could cost considerabl-v less.

Operating Notes.-As 
*' ith all AC/DC gear' some 30 seconds or

so must be allor-ed after switching on, before the

valve heaters reach their working temperature.

On AC mains, it is immaterial l'hich I'ay round

the mains plug is inserted in its soeket-outlet,

but on DC it must be so inserted that the pin

connected to chassis is in contact with the

nesative mains conductor. No harm v'ill be

ilone if the connections are reversed, but no HT

current will be available, the rectifier being

(Continuet! on page 495.1
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An Inexpensive Modulator 
for the "Tabletop Transmitter" 

described by 

The amplifier described , will be found well 
suited for use as a Modulator or as a small Públic 
Address unit capable of giving a high quality 
output at a minimum of expense. The output 
will be found ample to fully modulate a 25 -watt 
transmitter even from a crystal microphone, and, 
by substituting a heavy duty output transformer 
for the modulation transformer, will, without 
further alteration serve admirably for medium 
power PA work. 

Until recently it has been more usual to see 
audio amplifiers using a pushpull input trans- 
former to obtain the 180° out -of :phase voltages 

+1 
RIO I I 

-IC6 

Vetp 

required- for the grids of the output valves. 
These however, have three main disadvantages. 
'Firstly, good quality push -pull input trans- 
formers are expensive, secondly, they have a 
tendency to pick up inductive hum, and finally, 
they are bulky. 

By using a twin triode such as the 6SN7 
instead of separate valves we can obtain still 
further economy of space as well as 'of expense. 
This end was in view when it was designed, 
particularly as this 'valve is readily obtainable in 
the surplus market being widely used in Service 
gear. 

0300 

iczss 

Component Values 
Capacitors 
Cl, 2.0µF, 250V wkg. 
C2, 8.011F, 350V wkg. 
C3, Q.05µF 
C4, 25µF, 25V wkg. 
C5, 2.0µF 
C6, 8.0µF, 350V wkg. 
C7, 8, 0.02µF 
C9, 8.0µF, 350V wkg. 
CH). 25µF, 25V wkg. (optional). 
Resistors 
Rl, 15,000 S2 
R2,1.5MS2 
R3, 47,000 S2 
R4, 22,000 S2 
R5, 1 M 0, Potentiometer. 
R6, 47,000 w 
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RT, 470,000 S2 
R8, 1,000 S2 
R9, 27,000 S2 
R10, 10,000 a, 1 watt. 
R11, 100,000 a 
R12, 220,000 S2 
R13, 220,000 fl 
R14, 1,500 0, 1 watt. 
R15, 50,000 S2, 10 watt. 
R16, 300 a, 5 watt. 
(All resistors are half watt rating, unless otherwise stated). 
valves 
V1, 6J7 
V2, 6SN7 
V3, 4, 6V6 
Power Supply 
HT necessary is 300V at 150mA and 6.3V at 3A. 
Meter in anode circuit is 0- 150mA. 

An Inexpensive Modulator
for the 66 Tabletop Transmitter"

The amplifier described will be found well
suited for use as a X{odulator or as a small Public
Address unit capable of giving a high quality
output at a minimum of expense. The output
rvill be fbund ample to fully modulate a 2S-rvatt
transmitter evcn from a crystal microphone. and.
by substituting a heavy duty output transformer
for the modulation transformer. rdll. rrithout
Iurther alteration serve admirably for medium
porver PA work.

Until recently it has l ieen more usual to see
audio ampli{iers using a pushpull input trans-
forrner to obtain the lB0o out-of,phase voltaqes

i{
l R 2

Componeilt Vulues

?edcribe7 by

required for the grids of the output valves.
These hot'ever, hawe three main disadvantaEes.
F i rs t l y .  good qua l i t v  push-pu l l  inpu t  t rms-
lbrmers are expensive, secondly, they have a
tendency to pick up inductive hum, and finally,
t h e t  a r c  b u l k 1 .

By using a tryin triode such as the 6SN?
instead of separate valves we can obtain still
further economy of space as well as of expense.
This end rvas in viel' rvhen it was desiened.
par l i cu la r lv  as  th is  r -a l re  i s  read i l y  nb fa ina6 le  in
the surplus narket being r"idely used in Service
gear,

300 v

Resistors
Rl, 1s,000 o
R2, 1.5 M d)
R3, 47,000 ()
R4,2:2,000 [,,
R5, I M Q, Potentiometer.
R6, 47,000 w
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vqlves
Yl ,617
v2,6SN7
v 3 , 4 , 6 V 6
Power Supply
HT necessary is 3OOl/ qt 15OmA and 6.3y at 3A.
Meter in anode circuit is O-|'OnA.



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

Simplicity and Excellent Characteristics. 
A system of " phase inversion " is required to 

excite the grids of the output valves with voltages 
of equal amplitude and opposite polarity, and of 
the many phase inverters which have been 
developed, the cathode coupled inverter has 
proved one of the most popular. Not only does it 
possess excellent characteristics but it is very 
simple in construction. It further demands a 
minimum number of components and because of 
this a very compact construction becomes possible 
-indeed the circuit is ideally suited to self - 
contained transmitter design. 

The 6SN7 will be found to hold the amplitude 
of the two out -of -phase voltages with com- 
paratively wide changes of the voltage applied or 
changes in the output valves employed. 

Construction. 
Regarding the practical side, the 6V6's will 

give an output of 13 watts with the anode 
voltages at 300 but bigger output valves with 
increased HT may be used if desired. As will be 
seen by the circuit diagram the wiring is quite 
straightforward and calls for little cousinent 
except perhaps the usual warning that grid 
leads, etc., must be kept short. If these are of 
any length they should be screened and the 
shielding connected to chassis potential. The 
input lead, whether from a pick -up or micro- 
phone, should be adequately shielded and if a 
crystal microphone is used the grid leak too, is 
better screened. 

Actually no economy is effected by using the 
6SN7 other than compactness and the saving 
of a valveholder. It is, in fact, two 6J5's in one 
envelope, and a pair of the latter can be used if 
already on hand and space economy no object. 
For the convenience of the constructor the valve 
base pin numbers are shown in the circuit. The 
accompanying photographs show the circuit 
built up as a separate unit which is fitted in a 
well ventilated metal case, and it will be noted 
that the power unit is built in. The latter, by 
the way, takes up more than two thirds of the 
chassis space so the possibilities of compact 
design if using GT type valves is self -evident. 

The photographs also illustrate how one of the 
golden rules of speech -amplifier design is observed 
-all wiring is kept below the chassis to take 
advantage of the shielding afforded. Regarding 
the 6J7 -it is always recommended to use a 
valve of this type with the grid connection brought 
out to the top cap rather than have it down by 
the heater pins and leads -the screening of the 
grid cap is a necessity and of increasing importance 
when low -level microphones are used. This lead 
is incidentally the only one above chassis. If a 
microphone transformer is fitted it is best 
accommodated above chassis and must, it need 
hardly be added, be fully screened. 

N.B.-The "Tabletop Transmitter" appeared in 
the December, 1948, issue. (Out of print) 

AC /DC AMPLIFER -(contd. from page 493). 
non- conductive when the polarity of its anode 
and cathodp is thus reversed. 

On AC . mains, there may be a noticeable 
difference in hum -level according to which way 
round the plug is connected. Normally, the hum 
is less when the chassis connects through to the 
neutral conductor. 

If a sharp rise in hum -level is experienced when 
handling the pick -up, the leads to the input 
terminals should be reversed. 

The output from a crystal or magnetic type 
pick -up is usually sufficient to overload a small 
amplifier of this type, and the maximum un- 
distorted output of some 3 watts will normally be 
obtained with the volume control set well below 
its maximum. For normal domestic listening, 
the reserve of output power is sufficient to permit 
the use of fibre needles, if desired. 

The following voltage and current readings 
were obtained with a low- resistance (200 SZ per 
volt) moving -coil meter, voltages being measured, 
from the points indicated, to chassis. Supply 
voltage was 240V, RMS. 

V1 V2 V3 

Anode Volts .. 30* ' 150 - 
Cathode Volts.. 1 8 - 
Screen Volts .. - 180 - 

.. 2 38 - 
Screen mA .. - 5 - 
Volts across C9 200 

C8 180 
C4 100 *. 

*These abnormally low figures are due to the 
relatively heavy current taken by the meter. 

BRITISH RADIO TELEPHONES 
FOR NETHERLANDS 

PYE GET £10,000 CONTRACT 

Another triumph for British radio technique 
abroad has been achieved by Cone of the leading 
British radio manufacturing firms, who have 
obtained and are carrying out a £10,000 order for 
VHF mobile radio telephone equipment for the 
Netherlands Government. 

The firm concerned is Pye Telecommunications, 
of Cambridge, whose apparatus now so widely 
used by police, ambulance and fire services, as 
well as many industrial organisations. 

Already a considerable part of the contract has 
been fulfilled, and the familiar whip aerial such as 
is seen on police and other vehicles equipped with 
mobile 2 -way VHF radio telephones, is to be 
observed in the streets of Amsterdam, where, in 
the two cities, some sixty vehicles are already 
using their British radio telephone sets. These are 
in communication with a number of official fixed 
base stations. 
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Simplicity anil Excellent Characteristics.

A system of " phase inversion " is required to
excite the grids of the output valves with woltages
of equal amplitude and opposite polarity, and of
the many phase inverters r-hich have been
developed, the cathode coupled inverter has
proved one of the most popular. Not only does it
possess excellent characteristics but it is very
simple in eonstruction. It further demands a
minimun number of components and because of
this a very compact construction becomes possible
-indeed the circuit is ideally suited to self-
contained transmitter design.

The 6SN7 will be found to hold the amnlitude
of the two out-of-pbase voltages with- com-
paratively wide changes of the voltage applied or
changes in the output valves employed.

Comtruction.

Regard ing  the  prac t ica l  s ide .  the  6Vb 's  rv i l l
give an output of 13 watts with the anode
voltages at 300 but bigger output valves n.ith
increased HT may be used if desired. As will be
seen by the circuit diagram the wiring is quite
straightforward and calls for little cominent
except perhaps the usual l'arning that grid
leads, etc., must be kept short. If these are of
any length they should be screened and the
shielding connected to chassis potential. The
input lead, whether from a pick-up or micro-
phone, should be adequately shielded and if a
crystal microphone is used the grid leak too, is
better screened.

Actually no economy is effected by using the
6SN? other than compactness and the saving
of a valveholder. It is, in fact, two 6J5's in one
envelope, and a pair of the latter can be used if
already on hand and space economy no object.
For the convenience of the constructor the valve
base pin numbers are shown in the circuit. The
accompanying photographs shorv the circuit
built up as a separate unit *hich is fitted in a
well ventilated metal case, and it will be noted
that the power unit is built in. The latter, by
the way, takes up more than two thirds of the
chassis space so the possibil i t ies of compact
design if using GT type valves is self-evident.

The photographs also illustrate horv one of the
golden rules of speech-amplifier design is observed
-all wiring is kept belor- the chassis to take
advantage of the shielding afforded. Regarding
the 6J7-it is ah'ays recommended to use a
valve ofthis type with the grid connection brought
out to the top cap rather than have it dorvn by
the hedter pins and leads-the screening of the
gr id  cap is  a  necess i ty  and o f inc reas i rg  impor tance
when low-level microphones are used. This lead
is incidentally the only one abor.e chassis. If a
microphone transformer is fitted it is best
accommodated above chassis and nust, it need
hardly be added, be fully screened.

N.B.-The ..Tabletop Transmitter" appeared in
the I)ecember, 1948, issue. (Out of print)

AC/DC AMPLIFER-(contil. from page 493).

non-conductive when the polarity of its anode
and cathode is thus reversed.

On AC mains, there may be a noticeable
difference in hum-level according to which way
round the plug is connected. Normally, the hum
is less when the chassis connects throuuh to the
neutral conductor.

If a sharp rise in hum-level is experienced when
handling the pick-up, the leads to the input
terninals should be reversed.

The output from a crystal or magnetic type
pick-up is usually sufficient to overload a small
amplifier of this type, and the maximm un-
distorted output of some 3 watts will normallv be
obtained with the volume control set well bilow
its maximum, For nornal domestic listening,
tbe reserve of output power is sufficient to permit
the use of fibre needles, if desired.'

The follorving voltage arid cunent readings
ryere obtained rvith a low-resistance (200 C) per
volt) mor ing-coil meter. voltages being measued,
l iom rhe  po in ts  ind iea ted ,  to  chass is .  Supp ly
vo l tage was 240V"  R l \4S.

Anode Volts ..
Cathode Volts. .
Screen Vo l ts  . .
Anode mA
S c r e e n m A  . .  i

V3v2Y1

150
8

180
38
5

Volts across C9
CB
c4

+These abnormally low fi,gures are due to the
relatixely heauy current taken by the meter.

BRITISH RADIO TELEPIIONES
FOR I\ETHDRLANDS

PYE GET fIO.OOO CONTRACT

Another triumph for British radio technique
abroad has been achieved by one of the leading
British radio manufacturins firms" who have
obta ined and are  car r l ing  ou i  a  f10 .000 order  fo r
VHF mobile radio telephone equipment for the
Netherlands Government.

The firm concerned is Pye Telecommunications,
of Cambridge, whose apparatus now so widely
used by police, ambulance and fire services, as
rvell as many industrial organisations.

Already a considerable part of the contract has
been fulfilled, and the familiar rvhip aerial such as
is seen on police and other vehicles equipped with
mobile 2-way VHF radio telephones, is to be
observed in the streets of Amsterdam. where. in
the two citieso some sixty wehicles are already
using their British radio telephone sets. These are
in communication with a number of ofrcial fixed
base stations.

200
r80
100*
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Query Corner 
A " Radio Constructor " service for readers 
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Soft Valves.' 
" What is meant by the term ` soft' when applied 
to a radio valve, and is it detrimental?" 

- C. Wood, Orpington. 

A valve is said to be ` soft ' or gassy ' when 
its original high vacuum has become impaired. 
This reduction in the degree of vacuum within 
the glass envelope may be due to one or other of 
the following causes: - 

(a) The glass envelope may have developed a 
leak, this sometimes occurs at the point where the 
lead in wires are sealed through the glass wall. 

(b) The electrode assembly may, at some time 
or another, have been seriously overheated, thus 
freeing some of the gas which is occluded by the 
assembly. Valves which are capable of passing,. 
relatively high currents are particularly prone to 
this latter form of trouble should their grid bias 
be accidentally removed. The valve manu- 
facturers take steps to remove the gas occluded 
within the assembly by heating it to a high 
temperature before the valve is 'finally sealed off. 
However, it is never possible to remove all traces 
of the gas and if the assembly -is allowed to teach 
a bright red heat, there will be a possibility 
that the valve will become ` soft.' 

The action, which the presence of this gas has 
upon the operation of the valve is interesting, 
providing of course that the valve is not your 
own. In the normal condition the majority of 
electrons which are emitted by the cathode 
travel through the vacuum at high velocity 

GG Query Corner " 
Rules 

(I) A nominal fee of 1/- will be made for 
each query. 

(2) Queries on any subject relating to 
technical radio or electrical matters 
will be accepted, though it will not be 
possible to provide complete circuit 
diagrams for the more complex receivers, 
transmitters and. the like. 

(3) Complete circuits of equipment may 
be submitted to us before construction 
is commenced. This will ensure that 
component values are correct and that 
the circuit is, theoretically sound. 

(4) All queries will receive critical scrutiny 
and replies will be as comprehensive as 
possible. 

(5) Correspondence to be addressed to 
" Query Comer," Radio Constructor, 
57, Maida Vale, Paddington, London, 
W.9. 

(6) A selection of those queries with the 
more general interest will be repro- 
duced in these pages each month. 
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towards the anode. These electrons constitute 
the anode current. Now when gas molecules are 
present between the cathode and the anode, they 
will be in collision with the electrons. When an 
electron hits a molecule it will invariably dislodge 
from it an additional electron which will accompany 
the others an¡l travel towards the anode. The 
molecule however, now minus an electron and 
known as a positive ion, will travel towards the 
cathode. Now a number of collisions of this nature 
will result in the bombardment of the cathode by 
positive ions and this in turn will dislodge the 
emissive material from the cathode, and it will 
be ruined. Thus it will be seen that when a 
valve becomes ` soft ' its anode current may 
temporarily increase, but after a further short 
period of operation the emission, and hence the 
anode current, will become seriously reduced. 
There are several ways in which a soft valve may 
be identified. In bad cases the space between the 
anode and cathode will emit a bluish glow when 
the valve is operating. This glow should not be 
confused with that which may appear on the 
mica supports or glass bulb of some power valves. 
This is merely fluorescence caused by the born- 

- bardment of the glowing parts by stray electrons 
and it is not detrimental. By far the best 
indication of the degree of vacuum within a valve 
is the measure of its control grid current. When 
operated under normal conditions this current 
should be less than 1 micro ampere. A trace of 

-gas will quite easily give a reading of several 
micro amperes. If a suitable meter is not avail- 
able for the measurement of succt small currents 
a milliammeter should be connected in the anode 
circuit of the valve under test, and the reading 
carefully noted. If the grid leak is short circuited 
no change in anode current should be observed. 
A change in anode current under these conditions 
is an indication that grid current is present. 

Finally it must be remembered that apart 
from indicating softness grid current may be the 
result of poor inter- electrode insulation. This 
point was dealt with in a previous_ edition, in 
which a method of measuring the insulation 
resistance was described. 

RF Instability. 
" I have a 2 -V -1 receiver .which provides good 
selectivity and sensitivity, but .which has 
recently become unstable.. The trouble appears to 
be in the RF side as it is still apparent when the 
output valve is removed, and the detector stage 

- coupled into a pair of headphones. Can you 
assist me in tracing the fault? " 

E. Johnson, Ilford. 
It is a truism that when instability is ex- 

perienced there must be excessive coupling 

,

Query Oorner
A oo Radio Constructor " service for readers

( Soft Valves.'

" Vhat is meant by the tern' soft ' rehen applted
to a radio talue, qnd is it detrimental? "

-C. Vootl, Orpington.

A va lve  is  sa id  to  be  '  
so f t '  o r  'qassr : '  

rshen
i ts  o r ig ina l  h igh  vaeuum has  be"o ie  impa i rcd .
This reduction in the desree of vacuum rrithin
the glass envelope may be due to onb or other of
the follorving causes:

(a) The glass envelope mu-v have developed a
leak, this sometimes occurs at the point rrhere the
lead in rrires are sealed through the glass rsall.

(b) The electrode assemblv rta_r, at some time
or another, have been seriouslv overheated, thus
freeing some of the gas rrhich is occluded bv the
assembly. Valves u.hich are capable of passing
relatively high ctrrrcnts are particularlv prone to
this latter form of trouble should their srid bias
b e  a e c i d e n t a l l ;  r e  r n o r  e d .  T h e  r  a l v e  m a n u -
facturers take steps to remove the gas occluded
within the assernblv b-v heating it to a high
temperature before the valve is finally sealed off,
However, it is never possible to remove all traces
of the gas and if the assembl-v is allorred to teach
a bright red heat, there wil l be a possibil i tv
that the valve rvil l  become ' soft. '

The action, rshich the presence of this gas has
upon the operation of the valve is interesting.
providing of course that the valve is not your
o m .  I n  l h e  n o r m a l  c o n d i t i o n  t h e  m a i o r i t i  o f
e l e c t r o n '  u h i c h  a r e  e m ; l t e d  b y  t h e  

" c a t h o d e

travel through the vacuum at high r.elocitv

tortards the anode. These electrons constitute
the anode current. Now v'hen gas molecules are
present bets'een the cathode and the anode, they
* i l l  b e  i n  c o l l i s i o n  u i t h  t h e  e l c c t r o n s .  \ l h e n  a n
electron hits a molecule it rvill invariably dislodse
from it an additional electron which will accompaiy
the others ald travel toryards the anode. The
molecule however, now minus an electron and
knol'n as a positive ion, w-ill travel tor.ards the
cathode. Now a number of coll isions of this nature
rvil l  result in the bombardment of the cathode bv
p o s i t i v e  i o n s  a n d  t h i s  i n  t u r n  u i l i  d i s l o d g e  r h e
e m i s s i r e  m a t e r i a l  f r o r n  l h e  c a t h o d e ,  a n d  i r  w i l l
be ruined. Thus it wil l be seen that r.hen a
yalve becomes 'soft ' i ts anode current mav
lemporar i l ;  inc rease"  hu t  a f te r  a  lu r lher  shor i
period of operation the ernission, and hence the
anode current, rdll become seriously reduced.
There are several rrays in rvhich a soft valve may
b e  i d e n t i 6 e d .  l n  b a d  c a " e s  t h e  s p a c e  b e t u e e n  t h e
anode and ca thode r r i l I  emi t  

"  
6 lu i .h  s lou  when

t h e  r a l v c  i s  o p e r a t i n g .  T h i s  g l o r v  s h o u l d  n o t  b e
confused t'ith that r.hich may appear on the
mica supports or glass bulb of some power valVes.
This is merely fluorescence caused by the bom-
bardment of the glorring parts by stray electrons
and it is not detrimental. By far the best
indication of the degree of vacuum rvithin a valve
is the measure of its control grid current. When
o p e r a t e d  u n d e r  n o r m a l . o n d i t i o r s  t h i !  c u r r e n t
should be less than I micro amDere. A trace of
'ga5 \ . ( ; l l  qu i te  eas i l y  g ive  a  read ing  o f  severa l
micro amperes. If a suitable meter is not avail-
able for the measurement of suCh small currents
a mill iammeter should be connected in the anode
circuit of the vah'e under test, and the readins
c a r e f u l l y  n o t e d .  l t  t h e  g r i d  l e a k  i s  s h o r t  e i r c u i t e d
no change in anode current should be observed.
A change in anode current. under these conditions
js  an  ind ica t ion  tha t  g r id  cur ren l  i s  p resent .

Finally it must be remembered that apart
from indicating softness grid current may be the
result of poor inter-electrode insulation. This
point was dealt rdth in a previous. edition, in
rrhich a method of measuring the insulation
resistance rsas described.

RF Instability.

" I haae a 2-V-1 receiaer.uhich proaides good
selectiaity an<I sensitirity, but which has
recentllr become unstable.. The trouble appears to
be in the RF side as it is still apporent when the
output aalae is remoaedo and, the d,etector stage
roupletl into a pair of heatlphones- Can you
cssist me in tracing the fauh? "

E. Johnson, IWrd.

It is a truism that lvhen instabilitv is ex-
perienced there must be excessive coupling

ee Query Oorner ee
Bulns

(l) A lominal fee of l/- rvil l  be made for
eacn query.

(2) Queries on any subiect relatine to
technical radio or electrical m-arrers
will be accepted. though it wil l nor be
possible to provide complere circuir
diagrams for the more complex receivers,
transmitters and the like.

(3) Complete circuits of equipmenr may
be submitted to us before constructioir
rs commenced. This wil l ensure that
component values are cofrect and that
the circuir isltheoretically sound.

(4) All_ queries will receive critical scrutiny
and..replies wil l be as comprehensive ai
posslDle.

(5) Correspondence ro be addressed to'j_Que-ry 
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(O A selection of those queries with the
more general interest wil l be repro-
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COMMON 
CONNECTION 

Fig. 1. The two -gang capacitor has an earth 
connection which is common to both tuned circuits 

-a possible cause of instability. 

between circuits for the degree of amplification 
which is available. It is apparent, then, that 
either the, amount of coupling or the amplifi- 
cation must be reduced, and it is always 
preferable to. commence by tackling the former. 

The cause of RF instability may be- traced to 
one or both of two causes. Firstly, electro- 
magnetic or electro- static coupling between 
components and their 'associated wiring, -and 
secondly, to what is sometimes termed ` common 
impedance. coupling.' This latter normally 
occurs at the low frequency. end of the tuning 
range, although in severe cases it will persist over 
the complete range. The unwanted coupling in 
such cases may invariably be traced to the use of 
an impedance which is common to two or more 
circuits. The impedance may consist of a short 
length of wire which might be used to earth the 
rotor of a gang condenser. The impedance of 
such a length of wire, although small even at 
high frequencies is invariably sufficient to cause 
instability. This form of unwanted coupling 
may easily be reduced by the use of two or more 
earthing leads. Fig. 1. clearly shows the manner 
in which a single earth lead may be common to 
two circuits. 

The former type of coupling mentioned earlier 
may be recognised by the fact, that it generally 
occurs at the higher frequency end of the tuning 
range, this is because capacitative coupling increas- 
es with frequency. Ina receiver which hasprevious- 
ly been satisfactory the trouble may be traced to 
poor contact between metal screens and earth, or 
to faulty metalization of a 'valve. It is sometimes 
found that the zinc or copper metallizing applied 
externally to the glass envelope of a valve will 
crack or flake, thereby reducing its screening 
properties. In a newly constructed receiver, 
however, the trouble is traceable to lack of 
screening, possibly between input and output 
leads to valves, or between coils or chokes. A 
little experimental work with a small metal 
screen will normally indicate the components 
between which unwanted coupling is present. If 

this proves unsatisfactory, resort should be made 
to the use of screened cable for either grid or 
anode leads, only sufficient cable being used to 
produce the desired results. 

This brief survey of the causes of RF instability 
should provide some indication of its causes, and 
the manner in which it is best avoided. Care 
must always be taken however, to ensure that the 
general component layout is the best possible 
before the construction of a new receiver i 

commenced, bearing in mind that leads carrying 
RF potentials should be as short as possible. II 
is even more important that the grid lead of one 
stage be kept well clear of the anode 'lead of the 
next or subsequent stages. This .is most easily 
achieved by arranging the valves in a straight 
line. 

TRADE 
NOTES 

Taylor Oscillograph 

An alternative to the Model 30A Oscillograph 
(a test report of which we published in our October 
1948 issue) is now available, upon special request, 
incorporating a cathode ray tube with a blue trace 
and having a yellow -green after -glow. 

The list price of this instrument is £33/10/0 and - - 

delivery can be effected in approximately three 
weeks from receipt of instructions. The new 
model will be known as "'30A with Persistent 
Trace." 

Taylor Model 70A 

A new version of the popular Taylor Model 70A 

is shortly to be released, to be known as the 7011. 

The object has been, by means of mass production 
methods, to produce an instrument approximately 
to First Grade Standard and available at a popular 
price. . 

Model 70B will have a total of 50 ranges 
available and fitted with a Taylor moving coil 

meter. A mirror scale and knife -edge pointer will 

be fitted and the sensitivity on both AC and DC 

voltage ranges will be 1,000 ohms- per -volt. 

Provision will also be made for six decibel ranges 

and a self- contained buzzer will be incorporated 
for quick continuity tests. The price of this 
instrument will be £14/14/0. 

(continued on page 508). 
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R A D I O  \ C O N S T R U . C T O I {

.--:- -'
Fig. l. The ttto-gang copacilor hqs an eqrth

connectiorr uhich is common to both tuned circuits
-a possible cause of instabil ity.

beirreen circuits for the degree of amplif ication

which is available. It is apparent, then, that

either the amount of coupling or the ariplifi-

cation must be reduced, and it is alrtars
preferable to conmence b1* tacklilg the former.

The causc of RF instabil ity ma.v be traced to

one or both of trro causes. Firstl-v' electro-

magnetic or electro-static coupling bet$-een

components and their associated tviring, and

secondlv, to vhat is sometimes termed ' common

impedance. coupling.' This latter normall-1*
occurs at the lorv frequency end of the tuning
range, although in severe cases it rvill persist over

the complete range. The unrtanted coupling in
such cases may invariably be traced to the use of

an imoedance rvhich is common to two or more

circuits. The impedance ma-\ consist of a short
length of rvire which might be used to earth the

rotor of a gang condenser. The impedance of

such a length of rvire, although snall even at

high frequencies is invariably sufficient to cause

instability. This form of unrranted coupling
ma-v easil-v be reduced by the use of trvo or more

earthing leads. Fig. l. clearl,v shows the manner

in which a single earth lead ma.v be common to
two circuits.

The former type of coupling mentioned earlier

mav be rccognised by the fact that it generallv

occurs at the higher frequency end of the tuning

range, this is because capacitative coupling increas-
es with frequency. In a receiver t-hich has previous-

ly been satisfaciory the trouble may be traced to
poor contact betv-een metal screens and earth, or
to faulty metalization of a valve. It is sometimes
found that the zinc or copper metallizing applied

externally to the glass envelope of a valve rvill

crack or flake, thereby reducing its screening

properties. In a newly coqstructed receiver,

hol.ever, the trouble is traceable to lack of

screening, possibly betw-een input and output

leads to valves, or betrreen coils or chokes. A

little experimental u'ork with a snall metal
screen will normally indicate the compqnents
bet$'een which unwanted coupling is present. If

this proves unsatisfactory, resort should be made

to the use of screened cable for either grid or

anode leads, onl,v sufficient cablc being used to

produce the desired results.

This brief surve-v of the causes of RF instability

should provide some indication of its causes, and

the rnanner in u'hich it is best avoided. Care

must always be taken horrever, to ensure that the

general component laYout is the best possible

before the construction o.[ a new receiver is

commenced, bearing in mind that leads carrying

RF potentials should be as short as possible-. It

is eren more important that the grid lead of one

stage be kept rtell clear of the anode iead of tbe

r"it o. subsequent stages. This .is most casily

achieved bv arranging the valves in a straight

l ine.

TRADE
NOTES

:

Taylor Oscil lograph

An alternative to the Model 30A Oscil lograph

(a test report of rrhich rve published in our October

19,tr8 issue) is nol' available, upon special requost,

iucorporating a cathode ray tube rvith a blue trace

and having a vellorr-green after-glol '.

The list price of this instrurncnt is f,3i),110/0 and

deliver.v can be effected in approximatel-v three

weeks Iron receipt of instructions. The new

rnodel rvil l  be knorrn as " 30A rvith Persistent

Trace. "

Taylor Model 70r{

A nerr version of the popular Taylor Model ?0A

is shortl-v to be released, to be known as the 708.

The object has beeu, bv rreans of mass production

methods, to produce an instrument approximately

to  F i rs t  Grade Stundard  and ava i lah le  a t  a  popu lar

price.

Model ?0B rvil l  have a total of 50 ranges

available and fitted with a Taylor moving coil

meter. A mirror scale and knile-edge pointer will

be fitted and the sensitivity on both AC and DC

v o l l a g e  r a n g e s  n i l t  b e  1 . 0 0 0  o h m s - p e r - v o l t '

Provision rsill also be made for six decibel ranges

and a self-contained buzzer t'ill be incorporated

for quick continuitv tests. The price of this

instrdment rvil l  be fl4/l '1/0.

(continued on Page 508).
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Transmitter Control Unit 
devised by 

B. BEDFORD, G3BIW 

f r o m G9 ? ? -K .. . Switch off VFO; 
Switch off Doublers; Switch off P.A.; Switch 
over aerial; Switch on receiver.... 

It was with the idea of reducing the work of 
operating numerous inëidental switches that an 
effort was made to bring the whole operation 
under the control of one switch; such switching, 
if needed, to be remotely controlled as well as by 
local control. 

Flexibility in order that such operations as 
netting with VFO, neutralizing P.A. and tuning - 
up etc., can easily be accomplished if desired. 

Having on hand numerous relays, purchased 
from ex- government surplus, a number were 
sorted out, and .put to work in a control unit. 
The relays chosen all have operate coils of 
2,000 S2 D.C. resistance, and it was found, 
operated satisfactorily from a D.C. supply of 
30 volts. Two of these relays had .a pair of 
" make " contacts of a quarter inch contact 
surface. These were arranged to switch the 
mains inputs. 

It is obvious that relays of lower resistance 
and consequent lower operating voltage could 
be used in place of those chosen. 

It was decided to design the unit as a complete 
separate item, to fit in the transmitter rack as a 
panel and chassis assembly, with its own power 
supplies, and, also, to accommodate in the space 
available, power supplies for grid bias and a 
250 volt high tension supply, as this would be 
found useful for running receivers or convertors. 

Next step was to design a circuit which would 
give all the essentials of control and also give 
protection of apparatus from such faults as 
overload of power transformers, failure of grid 
bias, also cover delay period of mercury vapour 
rectifiers. Fuses are fitted in all mains supply 
leads, a relay is arranged to disconnect the whole 
supply of high voltage transformers in the event 
of grid bias failure, and a thermal delay tube is 
used to provide a delay period of 90 secs. for 
mercury vapour rectifier warm up. The delay 
tube has a variable resistance R1 in series with 
its heater supply, to regulate the delay period to 
a maximum. 

A voltage stabilizer tube V4, VR150, is used to 
obtain grid bias supply of 150 volts, this could, 
with very little modification, be changed to 105, 
75 or any other voltage. 

It was decided to operate a relay from this 
supply, to safeguard equipment in the event of 
bias failure. First tests were made with the 
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relay wired in parallel with the stabilized voltage' 
but it was found to operate when bias was less 
than 150 volts, grid current would also hold it 
operated. The position was therefore, moved 
from stabilized bias voltage to a position in 
parallel with R2. The voltage drop across R2 
when neon stabilizer has struck operates the 
relay. If the neon of the stabilizer tube is 
extinguished for any reason, then the relay 
releases and at its contact B1 opens the circuit of 
control relay C, the associated C contacts Cl and 
C2 cause the relays RF and M to release, and at 
RF1 and RF2, and Ml and M2, disconnect the 
mains supply to high voltage transformers. 

Next step was to arrange a circuit to provide 
reduced power for tuning up, etc., and for QSO's 
where high power is not required. This is accom- 
plished by an L.F. choke in series with the mains 
primary of the high voltage transformer which 
supplies the P.A. with high tension. Low power 
is obtained when choke is in series, and full power 
when choke is shorted out. 

Circuit action- switch SHP connections 3 and 
4 short circuit the choke when switch is in down- 
ward position. When the switch SHP is in the 
upward position connections 3- and 4 are open 
circuit, short from choke is removed. At 
connections 1 and 2 a circuit is completed for the 
operation of relay HP; from rectifier MRA; 
relay HP; switch SHP connections 1 and 2 to Cl 
and transformer Tl. At relay contacts HP1 an 
indication is given on lamps LP7 for low power 
and LP8 for high power. 

Phone and CW are considered, the old crocodile 
clips short circuiting the modulation transformer 
secondary have no place in the rig now. Arrange- 
ments are made for this short circuiting operation 
to be done by a relay MT, fitted in the modulator. 
The relay carries a " make " contact, this is 
wired to short circuit the modulation transformer 
secondary. A standard relay cannot be used for 
this purpose, because of the high voltage to 
chassis present on the contacts, therefore, unless 
one has a relay fitted with contacts capable of 
carrying high voltage without breakdown of 
insulation, a relay with insulated contacts will 
have to be made up in much the same way as 
that described in the R.C. Vol. 1, No. 1. p. 18. 

Circuit action -with the switch SCW in the 
downward or phone position a circuit is com- 
pleted via connections 3 and 4 of switch SCW, to 
extend the mains to tag terminals 3 and 4, at the 
rear of unit, these terminals are cabled to speech 

Transmitter Control [Jnit
devised by

J.  B.  BE DFORD, c3BtW

. from G9??-K . . . Sr-itch off VFO:
Su i t .h  o f f  Doub lers :  Sr - i rch  o f f  P .A. ;  Sr i t ch
over aerial; Su'itch on receiver. . . . 

\
l t  was  u i th  the  idea o f  redue ing  the  w.ork  o f

opera t ing  numerous  inc identa l  sw i icbes  tha t  an
effo_rt was nade to bring the whole operation
under the control of one sr-itch; such switchins"
i f  needed.  to  be  remote l l  con t ro l led  as  ue l l  as  b r i
local control.

Flexibil i ty . in order that such operations as
net t ing  rv i th  VF(J-  neut ra l i z ing  P. - { . -and tu r ing-
up  e lc . .  can  eas i l l '  be  aecompl ished i i  des i red .

^ Having on hand numerous relavs, purchased
{iom ex-government surplus, r oumbe. *-ere
sorted out, and put to r.ork in a control unit.
The relavs chosen all have operate coils of
2 .000 Q D.C.  res is lance,  and 

' i t  
r ras  found,

operat_ed satisfactorily from a D.C. supply of
30 volts. Two of these relays had .a pair of
" make " contacti of a quaiter inch iontact
surfhce. These v'ere arranged to ss.itch the
rna ins  inpu ls .

It is obvious that relavs of lorser resistance
and consequent  louer  opera t ing  r -o l rage eou ld
be used in  p laee o f  those ihosen.

It was decided to design the unit as a complete
s e p a r a t e  i t e m -  t o  f i t  i n  t h e  t r a n s m i l l e r  r a c k  a s  a
panel_ and chassis assembl.v, rt ith its o\rn polrer
supplies, and, also, to accommodate in the space
ava i lab le .  pouer  supp l ies  fo r  g r id  b ias  and a
150 vo l t  h igh  tens ion  supp l r . -  as  th is  wou ld  be
fouod usefu l  fo r  runn ing  i i " . i . . r -  o r  con \er lo rs .

Next step r.as to design a circuit rrhich rrould
give all the essentials of control and also qive
pro lee t ion  o f  appara lus  I rom such fau l ts  a .
overload of por.er transformers, failure of grid
b i a s . ^ a l s o  c o e r  d e l a y  p e r i o d  o f  m e r c u r )  \ a p o u r
rectifiers. Fuses are fitted in all mains su^ppl-v
leads, a relav is arranged to disconnect the r-holl
supply of high voltage transformers in the event
of grid bias failure, and a thermal delav tube is
used 1o  pror i t le  a  de lav  per iod  o f  Q0 secs .  fo r
mercury vapour rectif ier \varm up. The delav
tube has a variable resistance Rl-in series rsit ir
its heater supply. to regulate the delay period to
a maxlmum.

A voltage stabil izer tube V{., \ iRl50, is used to
obtain grid bias suppl-,- of 150 volts, this could.
n'ith ver) l i tt le modification, be chaneed to 105"
7 5  o r  a n 1  o t h e r  v o l t a g e .

It was decided to operate a relay from this
supp ly .  to  sa feguard  equ ipment  in  the  eren t  o l
bias failure. First tests rrere made rrith the
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relay wired in parallel with the stabil ized voltage,
bu t  i t  uas  found to  opera te  rvhm b ias  was l i s ,
than 150 volts, grid curent would also hold it
operated. The pqsition rvas therefore, moved
lrom stabilized bias voltage to a position in
parallel with R2. The voltage drop across R2
rvhen neon stabilizer has struck operates the
relay. If the neon of the stabilizer 

'tube 
is

extinguished for any reason, then the relay
releases and at its contact Bl opens the circuit of
cont ro l  re lay  C.  the  assoc ia ted  C eontac ts  C l  and
C2 cause the relays RF and M to release, and at
RFI and RF2, and Ml and M2, disconnect the
mains supply to high voltage transformers.

- \ex t -  s tep  has  to  a r range a  c i rcu i t  to  p ror ide
redueed pouer  lb r  tun ing  up-  e tc . ,  and fo i  eSO's
rvhere high power is not required. This is accon-
p l i shed by  an  L .F .  choke in  ser ie .  w i rh  rhe  na ius
primary of t\e high voltage transformer which
supplies tbe P.A. rvith high tension. Low por-er
is obtained v'hen choke isln series, and full iower
r rhen choke is  shor ted  ou t .

Circuit action-switch SHP connections 3 and
4. short circuit the choke when switch is in down-
rrard position. When the switch SHp is in the
up*'ard position connections 3 and 4 are open
c i rcu i t .  shor t  f rom choke is  removed.  A t
connections I and 2 a circuit is completed for the
opera t ion  o f  re lav  H P:  f rom rec t i f ie r  \ {RAl
relay HP; srvitch SHP connnections I and 2 to Cl
a n d  l r a n s f o r m e r  T l .  A t  r e l a y  e o n t a c t s  H P I  a n
ind ic_at ion-  i s  g i r  eo  on  lamp"  LP7 fo r  lo r r  por re r
and LP8 fo r  h igh  pouer .

Phone and CS- are considered, the old crocodile
clips short circuiting the modulation transformer
secondary have no place in the rig now. Arrange-
men ls  a re  made fo r  th is  shor t  c i rcu i t ing  opera t ion
to be done by a relay IIT. f itted in the modulator.
The relay carries a o'make 

" contact, this is
l'ired to short circuit the modulation trans{brmer
secondarv. A standard relay cannot be used for
th i .  purpose"  because o f  rhe  h igh  vo l tage to
chassis present on the contacts, therefore, unless
one has a relav fitted with contacts capable of
ear r r ing  h igh  

'  
r  o l tage r . i thou t  b reak jo rvn  o f

insulation, a relay r-ith insulated contacts \yill
have to be made up in much the same rvay as
t h a t  d e s c r i b e d  i n  t h e  R . C .  V o l .  l .  N o .  l . p .  t B .

Circuit action-rvith the switch SCW in the
dorvnu ard  or  phone pos i t ion  a  c i rcu i t  i s  com-
p le ted  v ia  eonnect ions  3  and 4  o f  s ry i tch  SCW, to
extend the mains to tag terminals 3 and 4, at the
rear of unit, these terminals are cabled to speech
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Terminals not labelled are as follows :- 
10 and 11 -To all LT and low power. 
12- Positive, 13- Negative. 250V. I4- Negative, 15- Positive. 150V bias line. 
I6 -LT pilot winding. 
17 -RF transformer pilot winding. 
18 -Mod. pilot winding. 
19- Oscillator. 
20- Speech amplifier. 23- Exciter trans and VFO. 25- Speech amp. trans. 
29/30 -To remote switch. 
31 -30V to keying relay. 
33/34 -To receiver trans. centre tap. 
Capacitors 
CI, 50µF, 50V wkg. 
C2, 8µF, 500V wkg. 
C3, SµF, 500V wkg. 
C4, 10µF, 250V wkg. 
C5, 10µF, 250V wkg. 
C6 -C9, 0.01µF 
C10, C11, 0.1µF (N.B-A 0.111F capacitor should be 

connected across each lamp for RF by -pass. These 
have been omitted from drawing for clarity.) 

Resistors 
Rl, 300, wire- wound, 2A 
R2, 1,000 0, 10 watt. 
R3 -R6, 100 0, half watt. 
Transformer Secondaries 
TI, 30V, 2A 
T2, 250 -0 -250, 100mA; two 4 -volt windings. 
T3, 170- 0 -170V, 60mA; one 5 -volt winding. 
Chokes 
Ll, 100mA, 20H 
L2, 60n,A, 20H 
L3, 500mA, 100 DC resistance, 10H 

Valves 
VI, DLS1 
V2, UU6 
V3, U50 
V4, VR150 /30 
Fuses 
FLT, FRF and FM are all 1 Amp fuses. 

Rectifier 
MRA metal Rectifier to supply 30V at 2A 
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?.)r ' l l

f^rn-fi.] I i i"r:n
- - - - , -  r  r * - -  f -

-Res610/J
Rl, 30O, wire-wound.2A
R2, 1,000 {), lO watt.
R3-R6, 100 {1, half watt.
Trqnsfonner Secondaries
T t , 3 0 v , 2 A
1-2, 25O-O-25O, loOnA ; two 4-rclt vintlings.
73, 170-O-l'lOV, 6OntA; one 5-wlt winding.
Chokes
L l , 1 0 O n A , 2 O H
L2,  6OntA,2OH
L3, 5OOntA, 700 DC rcsistance, lOH

Valves
v l ,  DLs l
V2, UU6
t/3, u50
v4, vRt50l30

Fuses
FLT, FRF and FM are all I Antp fuses.

Rectifier

tooo.o1050

Terminals not labelled are as follows :-

1O and l l  To al l  LT and low power.
lZ-Po sitive, 13- N esa t i v e. 250V,
l4-Negat ive, 15 Posit ive. 15OV biqs l ine.
l6-LT pilot winding.
l7-RF transfonner pi lot  \ | inding.
l8-Mod. ni lot  windi jp-
19*Ost itlator.
2O-Speech antplifer.
23-Exciter trqns and YFO.
25-Speeth amD. trans.
29l3O To remote switch.
3l-30V to kevine relav.
Jt l  J+ I  O fe(clvcr trons, t  cntre lap.

Capacitors

C l , ' O ! L F ,  5 O V  w k g -
c2,gtLF, 5OOV wkg.
C3, 8lLF,50012 wkg.
C4, lOlLF,250V wkg.
C5, lOtLF,250V wkg-
C 6 - C 9 . 0 . 0 1 p F
Cl0, Cl l ,  O. l l tF (N-8. A O.l tLF cap.r. i tor should be

conne.led across each lontp for RF by-pass. These
have been onitted from drowing .for clarity.)

. l c r .
l l

MRA nretdl Rectifer to supply 30V ut 2A
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4111 amplifier power pack. Also at switch SCW 
connections 1 and 2 the operate circuit for relay 
CW is removed. Contact CW1 being normally 
made, prepares the circuit for the operation of 
both RF and M relays, when the transmit - 
standby switch STC is operated to the downward 
transmit position. At contacts Ml and M2 the 
mains are connected to tag terminals 5 and 6, 
which are cabled to the high voltage transformer 
for the modulator. At RF1 and RF2 mains are 

connected to tag terminals 8 and .9 which are 
cabled to the high voltage transformer, and 
associated choke for low power, for the P.A. 

With the switch SCW in the upward, or CW 
position, connections 3 and 4 are disconnected 
and mains to speech amplifier are disconnected 
from tag terminals 3 and 4. At SCW connections 
1 and 2 a circuit is completed for the òperation 
of relay CW, from rectifier MHA; relay CW; 
SCW connections 3 and 4; to Cl and transformer 
Ti. Relay CW operates, contact CW1 opens the 
operate circuit of relay M preventing mains being 
extended to modulator by contacts M1 and M2. 
Thus the whole of modulation equipment is 
switched off when operating CW. At relay 
contact CW2 an indication is given on lamps 
LP9 for phone and LP10 for CW. 

Switch SLT connects mains to transformers Ti; 
T2 and T3, via fuses FLT. Also mains are ex- 
tended to tag terminals 10 and 11, which are 
cabled to all low tension and law power trans- 
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formers. Pilot lamp windings on low tension 
transformers are connected to lamp LP1 to 
indicate when alive. 

Transformer Tl supplies- 30 volts at 2 amps. 
via rectifier MRA, to operate all the relays in 
the transmitter. Transformer T2 provides L.T. 
for. the heater of thermal delay tube VI, also via 
rectifier V2 a high tension supply of 250 volts. 
Transformer T3 provides a 150 volts for grid bias 
via rectifier V3 regulated by voltage regulator 
tube VR150, V4. Due to the rectifiers chosen 
being directly heated, voltage is available almost 
immediately. Relay B will operate and indicate 
on lamp LP6 by contacts B2, contact B1 prepares 
a circuit for control relay C to operate when 
transmit standby switch, STC, is in downward 
position for transmitting. If the voltage regulator 
fails to glow, relay B c nnot operate, contact B1 
will prevent control relay C from operating. 

Switch SHT is normally left in the downward 
position, closing mains to fuses FRF and FM. 
By switching to upward position mains are open 
circuit and no high voltage will be available. In 
this position the P.A. can be neutralized and also 
mercury vapour rectifiers may be cooked for a 
longer period that 90 secs., i.e., after transmitter 
has been QRT for a long time or when new 
mercury vapour rectifiers are fitted. 

Lamps LP1 to 5 are wired to pilot windings on 
transformers in the transmitter as follows: - 

LPl to low tension transformer pilot; 

General view o the transmitter control unit. 
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f . amplifier porver pack. Also at switch SCS'
connections I and 2 the operate circuit for relay
CW is  removed.  Conta" i  CWI  be ins  normal l i
made, prepares the circuit for the operation of
both RF and M relays, H'hen the transmit-

' standby sv-itch STC is operated to the domward
transmit po.ition. At contacts Ml and ]\{2 the
mains are connected to tag terminals 5 and 6,
which are cabled to the high voltage transformer
for the modulator. At RFl.and R!'2 mains are

rco4nected to tag terminals 8 and 9 rvhich are
cabled to the high voltage transformer, and
associated choke for lou' porver, tbr the P.A.

With the s\ritch SCS' in the unrvard. or C\\'
pos i t ion .  connect ions  3  and - t  a re  d isconnected
and mains to speech amplif ier are disconnected
liom tag terminals 3 and 4. At SC$t connections
I and 2 a circuit is completed for the riperation
of relay C\&', from rectif ier MRA.; relay CS';
SCW connections 3 and 4; to Cl and transformer
Tl. Relay CW operates, contact C\[ '] opens the
operate circuit of relav M preventing mains being
extended to modulator by contacts lI l  and M2.
Thus the rvhole of modulation equipment is
sil-itched o{I wheu operating C\\'. At relav
eontact C$r2 an indication is siven on lamos
LP9 for phone and LPl0 for C\&."

Switch SLT connects mains to transformers T1;
T2 and T3. via fuses FLT. Also mains are ex-
tended to tag terminals I0 and 11, which are
cab led  to  a l l  lo r i ' ten . ion  and lo r r  Do\ r 'e r  t rans-

formers. Pilot lanp windings on low tension
transformers are connected to lamp LPI ro
ind ica le  when a l i ve .

Transforner Tl supplies 30 volts at 2 amps.
via rectifidr MRA, to operate all the relays in
the transmitter. Transformer T2 provides L.T.
for- the heater of thermal delay tube Vl, also-via
rectifier V2 a high tension supply of 250 volts.
Transformer T3 provides a 150 volts for grid bias
via rectifier Y3 regulated by voltage regulator
tube VRl50, V4. Due to the rectif ieis chosen
being ilirectly heated, voltage is available almost
immediately. Relay B will operate and indicate
on lamp LP6 by contacts 82, contact B1 prepares
a circuit for control relay C to operate when
transmit standby switch, STC, is in downward
position for transmitting. If the voltage regulator
fails to glow, relay B c nnot operate, contact BI
rrill prevent control relay C {rom operating.

Srritch SHT is normally lelt in the downward
position, closing mains to fuses FRF anil FM.
Br '  . r t i t ch iog  to  upu ard  pos i t ion  mains  are  open
circuit and no high voltage will be available. In
this nosition the P.A. can be neutralized and also
*".Co.y vapour rectiliers may be cooked for a
longer period that 90 secs., i.e., after transmitter
has been QRT lbr a long time or rshen new
mercury vapour rectiliers are fitted.

Lamps LPI to 5 are rvired to pilot windings on
transformers in the transmitter as follows:-

LPI to lors tension transformer nilot:

fl)0

General dew of the transmitter control unit.
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LP2 to RF high tension transformer pilot; 
LP3 to modulator high tension transformer 

pilot; 
LP4, to oscillator; 
LP5 to speech amplifier. 
All these lamps have 0.1 micro -farad capacitors 

wired directly across the lamp to prevent induced 
radio frequency currents from the transmitter 
causing lamp burn -outs. Contacts M1 and M2. 
and RF1 and RF2 are fitted with spark quenches 
to prevent excessive sparks caused by switching 
inductive circuits of transformers. 

Rl is adjusted to allow thermal delay tube Vi 
to operate after a period of 90 secs. At the end 
of this period if the transmit standby switch STC 
be in the downward position, the circuit is 
complete for the operation of relay C. This relay 
has seven sets of contacts, all of which are wired 
to the tag terminals at the rear of the unit. Some 
are used to switch the receiver and aerial change- 
over relay as shown in the diagram, others being 
spare. 

Switches SLT; SHT, etc., are single -pole 
double -throw toggle switches made by leading 
manufacturers and cost only a few shillings each. 
Fuse holders are tlidelock, lamps and holders are 
from ex- surplus press button control boxes. 

Procedure of netting is done by switching on 
the VFO at the VFO equipment and listening on 
the receiver for note, afterwards switching VFO 
switch off, the control unit will do the rest. 

The transmitter being tuned -up on the required 
band to either phone or C.W. remote transmit- 
standby operation is carried out by extending 
tag terminals 29 and 30 to a switch situated in 
the desired position, and switch STC left in the 
standby position. 

The extension by a pair of wires for- keying 
leads or speech amplifier leads to the transmitter 
are left to the users and not covered 
by this article. 

Construction details: -Panel is a piece of in. 
ebonite 19 in. x 5 in. chassis is steel.from a Roneo 
cabinet shelf, 17 in. x 13 in. by 1 in. deep., 
supported by triangular supports at each side. 
Heavier components are placed up to the front 
panel. Most of the components are easily 
obtained government surplus, the, only non- 
surplus components being the switches. 

The relays are mounted together on a specially 
constructed mounting, details are given in the 
sketch. The spark- quench capacitors are fitted 
below the relays, while the spark -quench resistors 
are wired directly to the relay contacts. 

The chassis is punched for five valve holders, 
four are in use and the other is left available in 
case the 250 volt power supply is required 
stabilized. Tag terminals are made from a block 
of tags, recovered from ex- government equip- 
ment, by cutting into strips of twenty tags and 
mounting as seen in thé photograph. Wiring is 
carried out in thin plastic covered wire for all 
circuits except the mains leads, these are wired in 
heavier guage plastic covered wire for its thicker 
insulation. 

All the wiring is laced in a form under the 
chassis, coming up through holes, still in a form, 
to the lamps, relays and fuses. Rl is an old 
30 Sl variable wire wound filament resistance 
fitted below the chassis. 

For Your Reading 

MAGAZINES. 

" Television News." 
Published monthly for the viewer. Television News gives 

details of forthcoming programmes, criticisms of past 
features, articles on stars and personalities of television 
and details of the latest developments both at home and 
overseas. Essential to the keen viewer. Price 1/- monthly. 

Short Wave News." 
The third of our magazines, catering for the " DX " 

fan. Up -to -date news of VHF, broadcast band and amateur 
activity are published in each issue in addition to construc- 
tional articles, exclusive news of the International Short 
Watie League, " visits " to ham shacks and other features 
of interest to the short wave enthusiast. 

rice 1/3 monthly 

These magazines are distributed through local book - 
sellers. A limited number of annual subscriptions can be 
accepted, but please write first for confirmation. Sample 
copies will be sent on request. _ 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS. 

" These You Can Hear." 
This booklet, well illustrated and printed on art paper 

throughout, was publishedtoafford anopportunity to those 
who had just decided to take up the hobby of SW listening. 
Containing information of how to tune in stations, when to 
listen, and details of many internationally known stations 
this booklet is ideal for those just starting the hobby and 
of great interest to those who have already been bitten 
by the bug. Price 2/- 

Data Booklet No. 1. 

The first in this series, this booklet deals with the now 
famous " Basic Superhet." It describes the construction 
of the basic receiver and various " add -on " units which 
may be added when the basic receiver has been built. 
Full coil and valve details are given. Price 1/- 

Inexpensive .Television. 
This is the second Data Booklet and it describes the 

construction of a television receiver, employing Govern- 
ment Surplus components and units. Complete details 
are given of the conversions, which are simple to the 
constructor of average experience. There are now 
hundreds of these television receivers now in use through- 
out the country. If you are not "technical" yourself tell 
your technically minded friends of this publication - 
they will be highly interested 1 Price 1/8, post paid. 

AMALGAMATED SHORT WAVE PRESS LIMITED. 

57, Maida Vale, Paddington, London, W.9. 
Telephone: CUNningham 6579. 
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a LP2 to RF high tension translbrmer pilot;

LP3 to  modu la lo r  h igh  tens ion  l rans former

pilot;
LP4, to oscil lator;
LP5 to  speech ampl i f ie r .
All these lamps have 0.1 micro-farad capacitors

\rired directl,v across the lamp xo prevent induced

radio frequency currents from the transmitter

causing lrmp burn-outs. Contacts Ml and lI2'

and RFI urd RFz are fitted rrith spark quenches

to prevent excessive sparks caused b-v srvitching

inductive circuits of transformers,

RI is adiusted to allov' thermal dela-v tube Yl

Lo operate after a period of 90 secs. At the end

of tliis period if the transnit standbv s$itch STC

be in the dorsnward position, the circuit is

completc for the operation of relay C. This relal-

has .seven sets of contacts, all of rrhich are rdred

to the tag terminals at the rear of the unit. Some

are used to s\ritch the receiver and aerial change-

over relav as sholsn in the diagram, others being

ioa  re .'srsitches 
SLT; SHT, etc., are single-pole

double-thrort toggle srritches made b-v leading

manufacturers and cost onlr a fcrv shillings each.

Fuse holders are rl idelock. lamps and holders arc

from ex-surplus press button control boxes.

Procedure of netting is done by srritching on

the VFO at the VIIO equipment and li ' ' tening on

the receivcr for note, aftent'ards s*'itching \iFO

switch off, the control unit wil l do the rest.

The transmitter being tuned-up on the required

band to either phone or C.\ '. remotc transmit-

standby operation is carried out b,v extending

tag terminals 29 and 30 to a switch situated in

the desired position, and srdtch STC left in the

standbv nosition.
The 

-eitension 
by a pair o[ rvires for ke--ving

leads or spcech amplif ier leads to the transmitter

are left to the useis discretion and not covered

bY th rb  a r t rc le .

Construcliorr dctails:-Panel is a piece of ] in.

ebonite 19 in. x 5] in. chassis is steel from a Roneo

e r b i n e t  . h e l f .  1 7 , !  i n .  x  l 3 i n .  b t  I  i n .  d e e p -

supported bv triangular supports at each -side.
Henier components are placcd up to tbe front

panel- l losi of the components are- easily

obtuined government surplus, the onlv non-

surplus components being the s$'itches.

The ."lu-v" are mounted together on a speciall-n-

constructea rnounting, details are given in the

sketch. The spark-quench capacitors are fitted

belorv the relavs, r 'hile the spark-quench resistors

are wired directly to the relay contacts.
The chassis is punched for five valve holders,

four are in use and the other is left avaiiable in

case the 250 volt porter supply is required

stabil ized. Tag terminals are made from a block

of  tags .  recovered f ro ln  e r -gorernmenl  equ ip -

ment,- by cutting into strips of t\r'enty tags and

mounting as seen in the photograPh. S'ir ing is

carried out in thin plastic covered rsire for all

circuits except the mains leads, these are wired in

heavier guage plastic covered rvire for its thicker

insulation.

,;\.ll the rviring is laced in a form under the

chassis, coming up through holes, still in a form,

to the lamps, relavs and fuses. Rl is an old

30 O variable rvire v'ound fiIament resistance

fitted below the chassis.

For You r Read ing
IIAGAZINES,

ot Television News.'o
Published monthly for the viewer. Television News gives'

details of forthcoming programmes, criticisms of past
features, articles on stars and personalities of television
and details of the latest developments both at home and
overseas. Essential to tlre keen viewer. Price 1/- monthly'

a. Short Wave News.t'

The third of our magazines, catering for the " DX "
fan. Uo-to-date news ofvHF, broadcast band and amateur
activiti are published in each issue in addition to construc-
tional-articfus, exclusive news of the International Short
Wave League, " visits " to ham shacks and other features
of interest to the short wave enthusiast.

Price l/3 monthly

These masazitrcs are tlisttibuted thtough local book-
sellers. A l itnitcd numbcr of annunl subsctiplions cdn be
accepletl. but please write ftst for conlirmation- Sonplc
c'opies will be sent on rcquest.

OTIIER PUBLICATIONS.

.. These You Can Hear."

Th is  book le t ,  we l l  i l l us r ra ted  and pr in ted  on  ar t  paper
throuehout. was oublishedloafford anopportunlty to those
who h ;d  jus t  dec ided to  take  up  the  hobby o fSW l i s ten ing .
Conra in ing  in fo rmat ion  o fhow to  lune in  s ta t ,ons '  when [o
t i s i ln ,  ana-aeta i l s  o f  many in te rna t iona l l y  known.s ta t ions
this booklet is ideal for those just slarting the hobby ano
of great interest to those who have already been.bitt-en
by 

-rhe 
bug. Price 2/-

Data Booklet No. l.

The first in this series, this booklet deals with the now
famous " Basic Superhet"' It describes the construction

"i 
tn" tu.i" receiver and various " add-on " units which

mav be added when the basic receiver has been built.
FJit rcit una valve details are given. Price t/ '

Inexpensive Television.

This is the second Data Booklet and it describes the
cons t ruc t ion  o f  a  re lev is ion  rece iver .  employ ing  Govern-
ment SurDlus components and tlnits. Complete details
are  s iven  o f  rhe  convers ions ,  wh ich  are  s imp le  to  the
consiructor of average experience. There are now
hundreds of these television receivers now in use through-
oui itr. iou"t.v. If you are not "technical" yo-urself tell
rour technicaliy minded friends of this publication. --
they  w i l l  be  h igh ly  in te res ted  I  Pr ice  l /8 .  pos t  pard '

AMALGNATED SHoRT WAVE PREss LIMtmD.

57, Maida Vale, Paddington, London, w'9'
Telephone: CUNningham 6579.
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The RF24 Unit 
JOHN BORASTON 

describes its conversion to 2 volt operation 
IN company with many other battery users, 

the writer, who lives in a caravan, has long 
bemoaned the fact that the majority of the 

surplus equipment offered for sale requires either 
massive banks of batteries or mains equipment, 
for its power supplies, and when A. Hitchcock's 
article appeared in the October issue of " Radio 
Constructor," this world seemed a sad place 
indeed to live in, since no less than six of the 
variable capacitors used in this conversion lay 
unused in the spares box. However, a further 
search disclosed three ARP12 (VP23) valves, 
which have the same base as the original SP61s, 
and so a unit was purchased, nothing daunted. 

Another of our Surplus 
Gear Articles 

(The convertion of the RF24 unit was origin- 
ally published in the October, 1948, issue) 

With the help of the above -mentioned article, 
and a friend who possessed a lathe, A. Hitchcock's 
conversion was carried out completely, as a 
preliminary (q.v.). The remainder of the con- 
version as carried out by the writer, who, it is 
hoped, now holds your attention, was performed 
as follows :- 
1. The Oscillator stage. 

The Grid stopper was removed, and the grid 
lead soldered to a new grid clip ; the leak was then 
replaced by one of 47K ohms. The whole cathode 
circuit and its components, the screen by -pass 
capacitor and feed resistor, and Ti together 
with the resistor across its primary, were then 
removed ; the screen was now strapped to anode. 
After this, the oscillator coil was taken ont and 
rewound with the same number of turns of 
20SWG enamelled wire. Over this, starting at 
the earth end of the first coil, were wound two 
turns of 32 SWG double silk covered wire, in the 
same slots, to act as feed -back winding. The 
whole coil was put back on the chassis as before, 
and the grid winding reconnected. The use of 
enamelled wire is practically essential as it is 
extremely easy to break the silk cover of the 
feed -back coil on the sharp edges of the former 
and so short the HT to the valve anode to chassis, 
as the author found to his irritation and the detri- 
ment of the battery. The hole in the chassis 
revealed by the removal of TI was fitted with the 
rubber grommet which was in the hole, in the 
partition, farthest from the valve- holders, and 
which had been used as a feed -through for the 
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secondary of Tl. The upper end of the feed -back 
coil, in sleeving, was then passed through this 
hole, and connected to the anode end of the 2.2K 
decouilling resistor. The other end of the winding 
was pushed through the hole originally used for 
the cathode tap (also in sleeving) and connected 
to anode. 

2. The Mixer Stage. 
The screen by -pass capacitor was disconnected 

at its earth end from the suppressor grid pin, 
and soldered direct to chassis. The suppressor 
was then connected to chassis via a 58K resistor. 
With the sole exception of the 50µµF capacitor, 
the whole of the cathode circuit was taken out, 
and the free lead of the above capacitor soldered 
to the suppressor pin. The old cathode tag, now 
connected to the suppressor through the capacitor, 
was then connected to the anode of the oscillator 
valve, the lead passing through the other hole in 
the partition, using the original grommet. This 
hole is the nearer of the two which has been used 
for the secondary leads of Tl. The 10K resistor 
across L3, the anode lead, was now removed, 
and the output capacitor (10µµF) replaced by one 
removed from the oscillator tuning circuit during 
the original conversion carried out in accordance 
with the October article. 

3. The- R.F. Stage. 
The bias resistor and its by -pass capacitor were 

removed from the cathode circuit, and the anode 
load disconnected at its anode end ; this was 
then soldered to the tag on the tag -board adjacent 
to the HT end of the resistor (this tag was 
originally connected to chassis). The anode 
stopper was removed and the coupling capacitor 
to the mixer connected direct to the anode tag. A 
VHF choke was then connected from anode to the 
new tag for the anode load resistor : the load is 
now, of course, the choke and resistor in series. 
The grid lead was shortened and soldered to a 
new grid clip, the grid stopper being omitted and, 
finally, the 10K screen resistor replaced by one 
of 78K ohms. 

It was later found that the aerial was best 
connected via a 20µ4LF capacitor to a tap on the 
grid coil two turns from the " hot " end. This 
may not, of course, suit all reader's aerials, and 
the original connection may be found best with 
dipoles. The writer's aerial is a (roughly) 40 -ft. 
end -on wire. 

4. Lining up and performance. 
Lining up may be carried out by any of the 

recognised methods, not forgetting the mixer 

The RF24 Unit
JOHN BORASTON

d,escribes its conuersion to 2 aolt operation

aN company rv i th  many o ther  ba l te ry  users ,

f the miter, who lives in a caravan, has long
f remoaned Ihe  fac t  tha t  the  maior i t v  o f  the

'urplus equipment offered for sale rJquires either
mass ive  banks  o f  baner ies  o r  ma ins  equ ipment ,
for its power supplies, and when A. Hitclcock's
article appeared in the October issue of " Radio
Constructoro'o this world seemed a sad place
indeed to live in, since no less than six ol the
variable capacitors used in this conversion lay
unused in lhe spares box. Hou-ever, a furtbei
search disclosed three ARPf2 (VP23) valves,
l.hich have the same base as the original SP6ls.
and so  a  un i t  was  purchased,  no th ing  daunted .

secondary ofTl. The upper end of the feed-back
eoil. in sleeying. was then passed through this
hole, and connected to the anode end of th1 2.2K
decoufling resistor. The other end of the windine
was pushed through the hole originally used foi
the cathode tap (also in sleeving) and connected
to anode.

2. The rlfixer Srage.

The screen by-pass capacitor was disconnected
at its earth end from the suppressor grid pin,
and soldered direct to chassis. The sopprei"or
rvas then connected to chassis via a 5BK resistor.
With the sole exception of the 50g.;rF capacitor,
the whole of the cathode circuit was taktn out,
and the free lead of the above capacitor soldered
to the suppressor pin. The old cathode tag, now
connected to the suppressor through the capacitor,
rvas then connected to the anode of the oscillator
valve, the lead passing through the other hole in
the partition, using the original grommet. This
hole is the nearer of the two w-hich has been used
for the secondary leads of Tl. The lOK resistor
across L3, the anode lead, rvas now removed.
and the  ou tpu t  eapac i to r  (10 / r / rF)  rep laced by  one
removed from the oscillator tuning circuit during
the original conversion carried out in accordanci
rrith the October article.

3. The R.F. Srage.

The b ias  res is to r  and i t s  by-pass  capac i to r  were
removed from the cathode circuit, and the anode
load disconnected at its anode end; this was
then soldered to the tag on the tag-board adjacent
to the HT end of the resistor (this tag was
or ig ina l l y  eonnected  to  chass is ) .  The anode
stopper a'as removed and the coupling capacitor
to the mixer connected direct to the anode tas. A
VH F choke was Lhen connec led  f rom anode to  the
ne$' tag for the anode load resistor: the load is
norv, of course, the choke and resistor in series.
The grid lead rvas shortened and soldered to a
nerv grid clip, the grid stopper being omitted and,
finally, the lOK screen resistor replaced by one
of 78K ohms.

It r.as later found that the aerial was besf
connected via a 20ppF capacitor to a tap on the
grid coil til'o tuns from the " hot " end. This
marr not, of couse, suit all reader's aerials, and
the original connection may be found best with
dipoles. The witer's aerial is a (roughly) 40-ft.
end-on l'ire.

4. Lining up and perfomance.

Lining up may be carried out by any of the
recognised methods, not forgetting the mixer

Anolher of our Surplus
Gear Arl ic les

(The conver l ion  o f  the  RF24 un i l  was  or ig in -
a l l y  pub l i shed in  lhe  Oc lober ,  ' t  9 ,19 ,  i ssue)

S'ith the help of the above-mentioned article,
and a friend who possessed a lathe, A. Hitchcock's
conversion rvas carried out completelv, as a
preliminary (q.a.). The remainder of the con-
wersion as carried out by the rriter, u'ho, it is
hoped, now holds your attention, rras performed
as follows :-

l. The Oscillator stage.

The Grid stopper was removed, and the grid
lead soldered to a new grid elip ; the leak rras l len
replaced by one of 47K ohms. The whole cathode
circuit and its coinponents, the screen bv-p...
eapacitor and feed resistoro and TI toqether
w i t h  t h e  r e s i s t o r  a c r o s S  i t s  p r i m a r r .  r t e r J  t h e n
removed; the screen was nos' strapped to anode.
After this, the oscillator coil rsas taken out and
rewound rdth the same number of turns of
20SWG enamelled wire. Over this, startins at
the  ear lh  end o f  the  f i rs t  co i l ,  r re re  l -ound luo
turns of 32 SWG double silk covered r-ire, in the
same slots, to act as feed-back windins. The
who le .co i l  was  pu t  back  on  the  ebass is  

" ,  
b " fo . . ,

and the grid winding reconnected. The use of
enamelled wire is practically essential as it is
extremely easy to break the silk cover of the
feed-back coil on the sharp edges of the former
and so short the HT to the valve anode to chassis,
as the author found to his irritation and the detri-
ment of the battery. The hole in the chassis
revealed by the removal of TI rvas fitted with the
rubber grommet v'hich I'as in the hole, in the
partition, farthest from the valve-holders, and
which had bcen used as a I'eed-through for the
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i 

Component Values 

Capacitors 
Cl, 2, 3, three gang variable, or three separate variables 

of 100µµF each. 
C4, 5, 6, 30µµF trimmers. 
C7, 8, 300µ4LF 
C9, 0.001µF 
C10, 11, 300µµF 
C12, 45µµF 
C13, 300µ4LF 
C14, 15, 50µµF 
C16, 300µµF 
C17, 10µµF 
C18, 300µµF 
(Optional aerial series capacitor is 201.14LF) 

anode load which will probably require peaking 
exactly to the output frequency of 7.5 Mcs. 

The unit performs very well on the writer's set, 
which is a home -brewed nine valve battery - 
operated super -het. During the first two days 
of use " multitudes " of W's have been logged, 

a together with two VK2's, several VE's, a CO, 
many continentals and G's.; and one VS9. The 
signal to noise ratio is perhaps not all that could 
be desired, but this is in part due to the locality, 
which is very bad in this respect, and also to the 
main receiver, to which the same remark applies 
at present. - 

It is important to earth the unit, not only for 
the reasons given in the October article, but also 
because there is danger of break -through of 

Resistors 
Rl, 70,000 SZ 
R2,lOSZ 
R3, 3,300 SZ 
R4, 5, 2,200 S2 
R6, 100,000 S2 
R7, 100 12 
R8, 58,000 SÈ 
R9, 2,200 SZ 
RIO, 47,000 S2 

Valves 
VI, 2, 3, all ARP12 (VP23) 
Note. If any difficulty is experienced in getting the 

oscillator to function, its gridleak may be returned to LT 
positive. Grid current should be 180µA, approximately. 

7.5 Mcs signals ; main receiver oscillator har- 
monics will also be cut out by this means if 
troublesome. 

The connection to the main set is made by 
means of a yard of co -ax pushed through one of 
the holes which were originally used for the 
spring- Ioaded pins at the rear ; these were taken 
out and the " D's " sawn off. The Jones plug 
was also removed and replaced with a piece of 
aluminium bored with a half -inch hole and fitted 
with a large rubber grommet to carry the battery 
leads, which were also screened. 

It will be found that the band -spread is most 
satisfactory, the 28 to 30 Mcs band occupying 
160 degrees of the dial movement. 

ROYAL NAVAL VOLUNTEER (WIRELESS RESERVE) 
With the expansion of Territorial Recruiting, 

this reserve, which has been reconstituted, is 
anxious to recruit those who pursue radio as a 
pastime either from the technical or communi- 
cation aspect. Training centres, ships and craft 
are in operation and those who like the sea and 
wish to combine it with an interest in radio will 
find their tastes admirably satisfied by service 
in this reserve. 

Arrangements have been made for members 
to carry out transmission and reception in their 
own homes and facilities are available for courses 
and service afloat. A yearly bounty and expenses 
are paid. Those interested should write foi further 
details to :-Admiral Commanding Reserves,- 
Naval Reserves, Admiralty, Queen Anne's 
Mansions, St. James' Park, London, S.W.1. 
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Component Values

Conacitors
Cl,  2,  3,  three gttg var iablc.  , i l  Ihrec separ, I le rar i , tbler

of l001t1tF euch.
C4, 5, 6, 30 ILILF t r iinnlers.
C7, 8, 300lr l tF
C 9 , 0 . 0 0 1 t 4 F
C l 0 ,  1 1 , 3 0 0 p p F
c12,45ppF
C13,300 lL lLF
c14, 15, sopltF
C16, 300lLlLF
C l 7 , l o p l t F
Cl&,3O0tLttF
(,Optional aeriel series cap.tcitor is 20tLlLF)

anode loail which l'ill probably require peaking

exactly to the output frequency of 7.5 l lcs.

The unit performs very rvell on the rriter's set,
rshich is a home-breu'ed nine valve battery-

operated super-het. During the first trro da-vs

of use oo multitudes " of V's har.e been logged,

together with two VK2's, several trrE's, a CO,

many contin-entals and G's, and one YS9. The

signal to noise ratio is perhaps not all that could

be desired, but this is iu part due to the localit l ' .

which is very bad in this rcspect, and also to the

main receiver, to which the same remark applies

at present.

ReJislo/J
Rl, 70,000 c)
R2, 10 Q
R3, 3,300 (.1 _
,R4, 5, 2,200 12
R6, 100,000 r)
R7,  100 ( )  _ ,
R8.  58 .000 (2
n9,2 ,200 o
Rl0, 47,000 f)
Valves
Vl ,2 ,  3 .  a l l  ARP12 (YP23)

Note.-If any dfficulty is experienced in gettittg the
os< illutor to function, its gridleak ma! be rcturtrcd to LT
positire. Grid .urrent should be lS0lLA,apprcximatelt.

?.5 f{cs signals; main receiver oscii lator har-
monics rsil l  also be cut out bv this means if
troublesome.

The connection to the main set is rnade by
means of a yard of co-ax pushed through one of
the holes rrhich lrere originally used for the
spring-loaded pins at the rear; these rvere taken
out and the " D's o' sarvn off. The Jones plug
rvas also removed and replaced with a piece of
aluminium bored rvith a hall'-inch hole and fitted
rvith a large rubber grommet to carry the battery
leads, rvhich rrere also screened.

It is important to earth the uuit, not only for It rvill be found that the band-spread is most

the reasons given in the October article, but also satisfactory, the 28 to 30 Mcs band occupying

because there is danger of break-through of 160 degrees of the dial movement.

ROYAI NAVAL YOLUNTEER (WIRELESS RESERYE)

With the expansion of Territorial Recruiting, Arrangements have been made for members

this reserve, rihi"h h^. been reconstituted, is to carry out transmission and reception in their
anxious to recruit those u ho pusue radio as a orrn hmes and facil i t ie. are available for courses
pastime either from 

.the 
teehnical or communi- and service afloat. A yearly bounty and expenses

cation aspect. Training *illt^t.,,:l]pi,:i1^tt^1tj are paid. Those interested 
"hooltl 

write for further
are  in  opera t ion  and those who l rke  lbe  sea aDd

*ish to combine ir wirh ," ii"t"" iitr;; ;ll details to :-Admiral commanding Reserves'

fioi th"i. tastes admirably satisfieil by service Naval Reserves, Admiralty' Queen Anne's

in this reserve. 
' 

Mansions, St. Janes' Park, London, S'W'l '
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A Broadcast - Receiver Remote 
Control Circuit 

SOME time ago a friend of the author's 
wished to add a remote control system to 
his broadcast receiver. His requirements 

were not as easy to fulfil as at fir'st seemed 
probable, but the following scheme has been in 
operation for some time and has proved quite 
satisfactory. 
Requirements. 

The receiver was a ' quality' set consisting 
merely. of an R.F. stage followed by an infinite 
impedance detector and the audio stages. It 
was required to operate the set from any room in 
the house by push -buttons. Two programmes 
only were required (Home and Forces), together 
with the gramophone. The receiver had to be 
switched on and off from any room, and the 
programmes changed as required, or the gram. 
placed in circuit. This latter was taken into the 
different rooms as required, and a speaker was 
left in each room. It was desirable that, having 
selected a programme in one room, it could be 
changed from any -other room. This precludes 
the use of push -buttons which, once pressed, 
remain down until another is pressed, since in 
that case a button which was down in one room 
would have to be released before another operation 
could be performed. The buttons are of the type 
used on the ordinary door -bell, which make a 
contact so long as they are pressed, but break 
on being released If possible it was intended to 
use four button.s only, one each for Forces, 
Gram, Home, and one for the. Off button. The 
set was to switch on when any of the first three 
was operated. 

The use of push -buttons without holding -down 
contacts . means that 'a circuit is only closed 
momentarily, and then broken again. Relays 
are required which remain operated after the 
initial circuit is made and broken therefore, this 
necessitates one extra contact on each relay. 
The relays used were of the post office type with 
approximately 200 S2 coils, and operated at 
9 -12 volts. The combinations of contacts on 
these relays are fairly easily changed to suit 
various -circuits. At the present time these 
relays are being offered quite cheaply by a 
number of firms. (Govt. surplus). As the first 
button pressed was to switch on - the receiver, 
via a relay, a relay power supply needed to be 
permanently connected. (It is not advisable to 
have the buttons -in the mains circuit). There 
are several ways of doing this. One method 
would be to use a wet battery and recharge this 
at intervals. Since some of the relays draw 
current all the time the receiver is in operation 
this is not too satisfactory an arrangement. 
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The first idea tried was to arrange for the 
battery to be in circuit all the time ready to 
supply current, and once the set was on, a trickle 
charger was also switched on, so that the batter} 
was charging all the time current was being 
drawn from it. The trickle charger was adjusted 
so that the charging rate was slightly greater than 
the discharge rate. In this way all that was 
necessary was to top up the battery when 
required. Although this method was satisfactory 
it was not kept for long, as an improved system 
was evolved. A dry battery consisting of three 
twin cell cycle lamp batteries (9 volts) was used. 
This was permanently in circuit whenever the 
set was off, so that it was ready to operate the 
relays. As soon as the receiver was switched on, 
however, the battery was switched off and the 
relays were then operated from a power supply. 
In this way the battery was only called upon to 
supply current for a few seconds each time the 
set was switched on, and a life almost equal to 
the shelf life of the battery obtained. This 
method was considered to be superior to that 
using a wet battery as the latter required more 
space and was hardly suitable to be installed 
near the receiver, but had to be placed in the 
cellar. The dry battery was fitted inside the 
receiver cabinet, and the power supply for the 
relays was the trickle charger which was previously 
used with the accumulator. 

The Circuit. 

The final circuit is shown in Fig. 1. ' A word or 
two of explanation may be necessary as the 
drawing differs slightly from radio practice, and 
is akin to that used in telephone circuits. When 
there are a number of relays it becomes impractic- 
able to draw each contact near its own relay coil, 
since this would necessitate a large number of 
crossovers in the wiring. Instead, each contact 
is numbered as are also the coils. The coils are 

numbered thus: H 
4 

etc. The number refers to 

the total number of contacts operated by the coil, 
and the letters in our case have the significance 
as follows: F= Forces relay, H =Home, G= Gram, 
M= Mains, X =Off, B= Battery, and K is a 

subsidiary relay for de- energising the gram. 
relay when switching to radio. The contacts 
are distinguished by the appropriate coil letter, 
followed by a number for reference. All contacts 
are shown in the NON -OPERATE condition. 

Operation. 
In the non -operate condition contact B1 is 

closed so that the battery is in circuit. M2 is 

t

By C.  W.  CRAGG,  c2HDU

The first idea tried was to arrange for the
battery to be in circuit all the time ready to
supply current, and once the set was on, a trickle
charger was also st'itched on, so that the batterw
rvas charging all the time current was being
drarvn from it. The trickle charger was adjusted
so that the charging rate \vas slightly greater than
the discharge rate. In this way all that was
necessary a'as to top up 

.the 
battery when

required. Although this method was satisfactory
it was not kept for long, as an improved system
rvas evolved. A dry battery consisting of three
twin cell cycle lamp batteries (9 volts) ll-as used.
This was permanently in circuit lvhenever the
set r.as off, so that it $.as ready to operate the
relays. As soon as the receiver was switched on,
horvever, the battery was switched off and the
relays were then operated from a power supply.
In this way the battery was only called upon to
supply current for a few seconds each time the
set was switched on, and a life almost equal to
the shelf life of the battery obtained. This
method was considered to be superior to that
using a l'et battery as the latter required more
space and was hardly suitable to be installed
near the receiver, but had to be placed in the
cellar. The dry battery was ftted inside the
receiver cabinet, ancl the power supply for the
relays rvas the trickle charger which was previously
used rvith the accumulator.

The Circuit. 
'

The final circuit is shown in Fig. 1. A word or
trvo of explanation may be necessary as the
drarving differs slighrly from radio practice, and
is akin to that used in telephone circuits. When
there are a number of relays it becomes impractic-
able to draw each contact near its own relay coil,
since this would necessitate a large number of

crossovers in the wiring. Instead, each contact
is nunbered as are also the coils. The coils are

numberec l  thus :  !  L  e tc .  The number  re fe rs  to
3 4

the total number of contacts operated b1- the coil'
and the letters in our case have the significance
as follows: F:Forces relay, H:Home, G: Gram,
M-Mairs, X:Otr, B:Battery, and K is a

subsidiary relay for de-energising the gram.

relay when switching to radio. The contacts
are distinguished by the appropriate coil letter,

follou'ed by a number for reference. All contacts
are shown in the NON-OPERATE condition.

Operation.

In the non-operate condition contact Bl is
closed so that the batterv is in circuit. M2 is

A Broadcast, Receiver Remote
Control Circuit

a\  OME t ime aco a  I r iend  o l '  the  au tbor 's

)  w ished t  o  a  jd  a  remot  e  cont  ro l  s \  s te ln  t  o-  
h i "  b roadcas t  rece i \e r .  H is  reou i remenls

were  no t  as  easy  ro  fu lR l  a :  a t  f i r i t  seemed
probable, but the following scheme has been in
operation lbr some time and has proved quite
satisfactory.

Requirements.

The receiver was a 'qualit--v' set consisting
merely.of an R.F. stage follov'ed by an infinite
impedance detector and the audio stages. It
rvas required to operate the set from any room in
the house by push-buttons. Tlvo progr€mmes
only were required (Home and Forces), together
with the gramophone. The receiver had to be
switched on and off from any room, and the
programmes changed as required, or the gram.
placed in circuit. This latter was taken into the
different rooms as required, and a speaker rvas
left in each room. It rvas desirable that. havins
selecl ed a programme in one room" it could bi
changed from any other room. This precludes
the use of push-buttons rvhich, once pressed,
remain down until another is pressed, since in
that case a button rchich v'as dorr.n in one room
would have to be released before another operation
cou ld  be  per lb rnred .  The bu l  t  ons  are  o f  ihe  type
used on the ordinary door-bell, r'hich make a
contact so long as they are pressed, but break
on being released If possible it was intended to
use four button.s only, one each for Forces,
Gram" Home" and one for the.Off button. The
set was to switch on when any of the first three
was onerated,

The use o f  push-but tons  w i ihor t  ho ld ing-doun
contacts means that a circuit is only closed
momentarily, and then broken again. Relays
are required which remain operated after the
initial circuit is made and broken therefore, this
necessitates one extra contact on each relay.
The relays used were of the post o{Iice type with
approximately 200 O coils, and operated at
9-12 volts. The combinations of contacts on
these re la ls  a re  fa i r l v  eas i l y  changed to  su i t
various circuits. At the present time these
relays are being offered quite cheaply by a
number of firms. (Govt. surplus). As the first
button pressed was to switch on the recbiver,
via a relayo a relay power supply needed to be
permanently connected. (It is not advisable to
have the buttons in the mains circuit). There
are several ways of doing this. One method
would be to use a $'et battery and recharge this
at intervals. Since sone of the relavs draw
cur ren t  a l l  the  t ime lhe  rece iver  i s  in  opera t ion
this is not too satisfactorv an arransem€[r.
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

X2 

H 
3 

F3 

i I 

C7=1 

FI 

HI 

G2 

KI 

GI 

F4'31 F4. 

To 
i 
receiver 

Fig. 1. Remote Control Unit. Line wiring to push- buttons is shown dotted. Buttons for each room 
are parallel (i.e., all F buttons in parallel, etc.). 

Relay contacts: -X relay, one break. 
H two make, one change over. 
F two make, two break. 
M three make. ' 
G one make, one change over. 
K one change over. 
B one break. 

1 
9 tilts ` 

() 11{12 2 1/(2 
I 

Bi 

Relay 
Power 
Supply 

(M2 

Mains 
MI 

To receiver 
mains transformer 

C 243 

open, preventing leakage from the battery back 
through the power supply. This latter consists 
of a transformer feeding a bridge type metal 
rectifier, with a single eight microfarad smoothing 
capacitor. Without the capacitor there might 
be a slight tendancy -for the relays to chatter. 

On pressing the F, G, or H buttons the appro- 
priate relay is connected across the battery and 
operated. Consider the case when H is pressed. 
Contact Hl changes over and puts an earth on 
relay H via F3, H1, and G2. (Xl *is closed). On 
releasing the button the relay remains operated. 
H2 closes and operates relay K. Kl puts an 
earth on the mains relay so causing Ml to switch 

e on the receiver and the relay power supply. 

i 

As M3 closes, the battery relay operates and so 
switches off the battery at Bl. The relay power 
supply is now feeding the relays and the mains 
are connected tp the receiver. 113 is closed, as is 
also F4. These latter two contacts are the ones 
which effect the actual frequency change in 
the receiver, by switching in and out padding 

X 

XI 

1 

rH F4 
11 

To receiver 

condensers across the tuned circuit (see Fig. 3). 
H3 is in the R.F. stage while F4 is in the detector. 
With. H3 and F4 closed therefore we have the 
padding condensers across each tuned circuit 
giving the lower frequency station. A superhet 
with two tuned circuits could also be controlled 
in this way, with H3 in the oscillator section and 
F4 in the frequency changer grid circuit. 

If, now, we wish to change programme, the 
F button is pressed thereby causing F relay to 
operate. F3 opens and releases the H relay 
putting an earth on F relay via Fi, Hl, G2. 
F remains energised on releasing the push- 
button. Relay K also remains energised, via F2, 
thus keeping M operated. F4 and 113 are now 
both open so that the padders are no longer 
across the tuned circuits and the higher frequency 
station is received. 

On pressing G button G relay operates and 
changes over G2, thereby releasing both H and F 
relays. 112 and F2 both open and release K. 
Kl changes over, and in conjunction with G1 

Relay 
Power 
Su ply 

{M2 

Mains 

Ml Fig. 2. Simplified Cir- 
cuit without Gramophone 

To R moins . Switching. 
Relay contacts: - 
X relay, one break. 
H two make, _ one 

change over. 
F two make, two 

-break. 
M three make. 
B one break. 

transformer 

C244 
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Y r t t i t i

T a  t e c q t \  e .

Fig. I. Remote Control t lnit. Line u'ir ing ro push-buttons is shoun d.otted-
orc parallel (i.e., olJ F buttons in parallel, etc.\.

Relali conttcts:-X relay, one break.
H ,, trto ntake., one change oter-
F ,, tro make, tu-o break.

M o, three make.
C .. one make. one changc oter.
K ,, one change oter.
B ." one break.

dpen, preventing leakage from the battery back
through the pol'er supply. 

'I'his 
latter consists

of a transformer feeding a bridge tvpe metal
rectifier, rvith a single eight rnicrofarad smoothing
capacitor. \ ' i thout the capacitor there might
be a slisht tendancv for the relavs to chatter.

On pr is . ing  lhe  F .  C.  o r  H bur tons  tbe  appro-
priate relay is connected across the batterv and
bperated. Consider the case rrhen H is pressed.
Contact Hl changes over and puts an earth on
relay H via F3, Hl, and G2. (Xl is closed). On
releasing the button the relay remains operated.
H2 closes and operates relay K. Kl puts an
earth on the mains rela-v so causing III to s\ritch
on the receiver and the relay power supply.
As M3 closes, the batter) relay operates and so
switches off the battery at 81. The rela1. porver
supply is nor. feeding the relay-* and the mains
are connected t-o the receiver. H3 is closed, as is
also F4. These latter t*'o contacts are the ones
r-hich effect the actual frequency change in
the receivero by srdtching in and out padding
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Buttons for eru'h room

condensers across the tuned circuit (see Fig. 3).
H3 is in the R.F. stage rrhile F4 is in the detector.
\\ i th, H3 and F4 closed therefbre rre have the
padding condensers across each tuned circuit
giving the lorver frequency station. ,{ superhet
s i t h  l r t o  t u n e d . i r e u i t s  c o u l d  a l s o  I ' e , o n i r o l l e d
in this rray, rrith H3 in the oscil lator section and
Fd in the frequency changer grid circuit.

I{', norr, rre rvish to change programme, the
F button is pressed thereby causing F relay to
operate. F3 opens and releases the H relay
p u l t i n g  a n  e a r t h  o n  F  r e l a l  r i a  F I .  H l ,  C i .
F remains energised on releasirrg the push-
button. Relay K also remains energised, via F2,
thus keeping M operated. F4 and H3 are now
both open so that the padders are no longer
across  the  tuned c i rcu i l r  and the  h igher  f requency
station is received.

On pressing G button G relav operates and
changes over G2, therebv releasing both H and F
relays. H2 and F2 both open and release K.
Kl changes or-er, and in conjunction rrith GI

elo,l
Power
5 u

Morns

M I

To RX moins

ItiB. 2. SimpliJte<l Cir-
cuit u' ithout Gramophone
Suitching,
Relay contacts:
X relay, one break.
H ,, nto make. one

change oaer.
,u;o make. tuo
break.
three make.
one break.

l H l  r
l l

1 1 4  I
I t M

Bf c  r e c a t v < r

t r o n s l o T m e r
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

connects G relay to earth, thus maintaining G 
operated after the button is released. The Mains 
relay is still operative via G2. G3 effects the 
switching in the receiver. No break -through of 
the radio programmes is experienced on gram. 
operation since one tuned circuit is tuned to one 
station and the other is tuned to the other 
programme. (113 is open and F4 is closed). 

In changing back from gram. to radio, say 
Home, H is pressed, operating H relay. This 
relay is held down as before and 112 causes K to 
switch off the gram. relay at Kl. G2 and Kl 
both change over so maintaining an earth on the 
mains relay. 

The X button effects the switching off by break- 
ing Xl. This de- energises H, F, and G relays so 
that the contacts all fall back to the condition in 
the diagram. M is therefore open circuited and 
the mains disconnected from both receiver and 
relay power supply. B -relay is de- energised by 
M3 and 131 closes so putting in circuit the battery 
ready for the next switching on. 

There ate many ways in which the circuit 
might be modified of course. In some cases it 
might be necessary to use a special type of ` slow 
break' relay for M, although the normal type 
operated quite satisfactorily in the author's case. 
This is due to the fact that if both G2 and Kl 
happen momentarily to take off the earth from 
M during a switching operation the mains circuit 
will break and so switch off the receiver. If M 
takes a little time to break, however, the contacts 
will have time to change over before Ml is opened. 
In some cases also, B relay might be dispensed 
with. The contact Bl would then be operated 
by .M relay, but would have to operate slightly 
after the other M contacts. This is due to the 
fact that if Bl opened before Ml was made the 
battery wouli be disconnected, and, having no 
power supply, M would break again so that a 
chattering of M relay would result. By using a 
separate relay it is ensured that Bi can never 
open until M3, and the other M contacts, have 
operated. Again, K relay can be cut out by using 
Two extra contacts on H. F. and G. Xl may be 
placed in series with M instead of in its present 

RF Stage o 

tuned circuit. 

position, but X relay may be eliminated by using 
the X button as a break instead of a make. 
The button would then be connected between M2 
and earth so that on pressing it the power supply 
would be disconnected from all the relays, causing 
them to fall back to the condition shown in the 
circuit diagram. The mains relay would then be 
de- energised and the power switched off. This 

, would mean, however, that all the X buttons 
(one for each room) would have to be connected 
in series instead of parallel, and would greatly 
complicate the line wiring. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified circuit without the 
gramophone switching. K and G relays are 
eliminated. 

The number of leads required to each room 
from the relay unit is five. One is needed for 
each push -button, and a common earth. The 
buttons in each room are connected in parallel, 
so that any' number of rooms can be used as 
control points without modification to the circuit 
in any way. The gram. input from each room to 
the receiver was screened, the screening acting as 
the common earth wire. One more lead was 
required for the speaker, the other speaker lead 
again being earthed. No instability due to 
feed back from the speaker leads to the gram. 
input leads was apparent. Each speaker was 
fitted with a volume control, and the receiver 
control was left at maximum volume. 

One disadvantage with the system is that a 
person in another room can change the programme 
so that unless an agreement is reached in that 
direction some family QRM is likely to result. 
In the author's case this trouble was not serious 
as generally only one room was being used at a 
time. A method of obviating this would be to 
fit sockets in each room with the necessary number 
of contracts, and to build the button unit into 
the gram. A lead fitted with a suitable plug 
from the gram. could then be jacked in at the 
required room. The programmes could be changed 
from that room only and the number of push- 
button units would be reduced to one. 

Detector 

tuned circuit. 

Fig. 3. Connections of Relay Contacts in Receiver. 
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gram 

Gram/ Radio 
switching. 

Cl, C2, C3, C4, preset trimmers. 
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connects G relay to earth, thus maintaining G
ooerated after the buttou is released. The Mains
."tuj i. still operative via G2. G3 effects the
s*-itching in the receiver. No break-through of
the radio programmes is experienced on gram.
operation since one tuned circuit is tuned to one
station and the other is tuned to the other
programrne. (H3 is open and F4 is closed).

In changing back from gram. to radio. sav
Home, H is pressed, operating H rela,v. This
relay is held dorrn as before and H2 causes K to
sl' i tch o{f the gram. relay at K). G2 and Kl
both change over so maintaining an earth on the
mains relay.

The X button effects the s\ritching off b,v break-
ing Xl. This de-energises H, F, and G relavs so
that the contacts all lall back to the condition in
the diagram. II is therefore open circuited and
the mains disconnected l ioni both receiver and
relay porver supply. B relav is de-energised b1'
]I3 and Bl closes so putting in circuit the batterl '
read_v for the next srritching on.

There ale man) rrays in rrhich the circuit
might be modified of course. In sorne cases it
might be necessary to use a special tvpe of'slorr
break' relay for l[, although the normal type
operated quite satisfactori l,v in the author's case.
This is due to the fact that if both G2 and Kl
happen rnomentariiy to take off the earth l iorn

lI during a srritching operalion the mains circuit
rvil l  break and so srritch off the receiver. If M
takes a i itt le t ime to break, hortever. the contacts

rdll have time to change over belbre Ml is opened.
fn sorne cases also, B relav might be dispensed
rrith. The contact Bl l 'ould then be operated
hy M relay, but rrould have to operate slightly
a{ier thc other M contacts. 

'lhis is due to the

fact that if Bl opened before Ml rvas made the
battery would be disconnected, and, having no
pov-er supply, M rsould break again so that a
chattering of l{ relay rvould result. By using a
separate relay it is ensured that Bl can never

open unti l M3, and the other If coiltacts, have
operated. Again, K relay can be cut out by using

Two extra contacts on I{. F. and G. Xl rnay be
placed in series l.ith l{ instead of in its present

position, but X relay may be elininated by using
the X button as a break instead of a make.
The buttou woulil then be connected between M2
and earth so that on pressing it the power supply
rvould be disconuected from all the relays, causing
them to fall back to the condition shown in the
circuit diagram. The mains relay v"ould then be
de-energised and the pow'er switched off. This
l'ould mean. horrever. that all the X buttons
(one for each room) r'ould have to be connected
in series instead of parallel, and would greatly
compl ica te  the  l ine  s ' i r ing .

Figure 2 shows a sinplified circuit without the
gramophone switching. K and G relays are
e l i m i n a t e d -

The number of leads retruired to each room
l rom the  re la ;  un i l .  i s  f i r  e .  On.  i s  needcd fo r
each push-button, and a common earth. The
buttons in each room are connected in parallel,
so that an1' number of rooms can be used as
control points rvithout modification to the circuit
in anv way. The gram. input lron each room to
the receiver rras screened, the screening acting as
the common earth rvire. One more lead was
required for the speaker, the other speaker lead
again being earthed. No instability due to
fced ba'ck from the speaker leads to the gram.
input leads was apparent. Each speaker was
{itted with a volume control, and the receiver
control rras left at maximum volume.

One disadr'antage with the system is that a
person in another ioom can change the programme
so lhat unless an agreement is reached in that
direction some family QRM is likely to result.
In the authoros case this trouble rvas not serious
as generally only one room \ras being used at a
time. A nethod of obviating this would be to
fit sockets in each room l.ith the necessary number
of contracts, and to build the button unit into
the gran. A lead fitted with a suitablc plug
from the gram. could then be jacked in at the
required room. The programmes could be changed
from that room only and the number of push-
button units lvould be reduced to one.

R"F Stage

tuned, circuit.

Detector

tuneil circuit.

Gramf Railio
-. suitching.

C7, C2, C3, CAi, pres.et trinmers.
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" INEXPENSIVE 
TELEVISION " 

PICTURE 
FAULTS 

Illustrated by photographs taken 
from a televisor in which these 
faults were deliberately intro- 
duced, and photographed, by 

JOHN CURA 

1. Out of focus. Adjust focus and brilliance controls - 
may also indicate incorrect adjustment of vision 
receiver alignment. A small amount of oscillator 
detuning is helpful. 

2. Showing diagonal lines caused by interference from 
the sound channel, or from other transmitting stations 
breaking through at the RF or IF stages of the vision 
receiver. 

3. Too much brilliance produced by too high a setting 
of the brilliance or contrast controls. The fly -back 
lines can be faintly seen in this photograph, but are 
usually much more prominent 

4. Incorrect picture width -indicates incorrect adjust- 
ment of the line time base amplitude control. 

5. Incorrect picture height - indicates incorrect adjust- 
ment of the frame time base amplitude control. 
These controls are best adjusted when the tuning 
signal is received at the commencement of each 
programme ; the circle in the centre of the signal 
should be a true circle when height and width are 
correct, and not elongated in any direction. 

(more faults next month) 
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TELEVISION ''
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PICTURE
FAUTTS

Illustrated by photographs taken
from a televisor in which these
faults were deliberately intro-
duced, and photographed, by

JOHN CURA

t3O.t of focus. Adjust focus and brilliance controls-
may also indicate incorrect adjustment of vision
receiver alignment. A small amount of oscillator
detuning is helpful.

2.  Showing diagonal l ines caused by interference from
the sound channel.  or f rom other transmit t ing stat ions
breaking through at the RF or IF stages of the vision
receiver.

J.  Too much br i l l iance produced by too high a setr ing
of the brilliance or contrast controls. The fly-back
lines can be f&intly seen in this photograph, ttut are
usually much more prominent.

4, Incorrect picture width-indicates incorrect adjust-
ment of the l ine t ime base ampl i tude control .

5. Incorrect picture height-indicates incorrect adjust-
ment of the frame time base amplitude control.
These controls are best adjusted when the tuning
sienal is r€reived at the commencement of each
pr-ogramme ; the circle in the centre of the signal
should be a true circle when height and width are
correcq and not elongated in any direction.

'- (more faults next month)



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
(TRADE NOTES- continued from page 497) 

Mallard 

A new and improved version of the Mullard 
Frequency Spectrum Chart is now available, at a 
greatly reduced price, from Mullard Electronic 
Products Ltd. (Century House, Shaftesbury 
Avenue, London, W.C.2.) This Chart is based on 
the decisions of the International Telecommunica- 
tions Union Conference at Atlantic City in 1947. 
Printed in sixteen colours it measures 30" x 40" 
and, mounted on the wall, will be a ready and 
useful reference wherever it is required to know 
at a glance how the frequency spectrum has been 
allocated in terms of media and world zones. 

So great was the deamnd for these charts after 
the first design was announced, that the new 
chart has been printed in larger numbers and the 
price reduced from 30/- to 6/6 (inc. postage). 

Philips' Amplifiers 

In view of the record figures recently announced 
in connection with the national export drive, it is 
interesting to note that during the month of 
December, 1948, Philips Electrical Ltd. have 
exported to Belgium alone amplifiers with a total 

power of over 25,000 watts. 

The standard range of Philips amplifiers for 
sound reproduction equipment includes - instru- 
ments of 121, 25, 50 and 100 watts. The Indus- 
trial Department of Phillips also announce that 
sales, up to the present time, of HE Generators 
total 5,000 kVA. The standard ranges 'of these 
generators are rated at 12, 45 and 100`kVA. 

* 

Mallard Reference Cards 

Mullard have published a complete list of all 
reference cards which have been issued, together 
with details of the valve types each card will test. 
Owners of Mullard Master Test Boards who would 
like a free copy should write to the address below 
mentioning the serial number of their instru- 
ments : Mullard Electronics Products Lid., Valve 
Sales Dept., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue, 
London, W.C.2. 
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CATALOGUES RECEIVED. 

Coulphone (58, Derby Street, Ormskirk, Lanca- 
shire) : We have received from this firm a 
catalogue which contains, in its 32 tightly -packed 
pages a mass of items of radio components and 
equipment. The catalogue is listed in alphabetical 
order and includes sections on books, valves and 
television components. A further illustrated list 
is in the course of preparation and will deal with 
selected ex- Government radio surplus. 

Lasky's Radio (370, Harrow Road, London, 
W.9) : The latest duplicated price list from this 
firm includes a section on television components 
and units for conversion. Readers desiring regular 
bulletins from this firm may obtain them on 
request. 

Henry's Radio (5, Harrow Road, London, W.2) : 

The February Price List of radio components is 
now available. Its 18 pages, contain items too 
numerous to mention. Like Lasky's, this cata- 
loge includes a section on television publications 
and components and units for the construction of 
televisors. Copies of the catalogue are obtainable, 
on request. A working model of the " Radio 
Constructor" televisor may be seen during trans- 
mission hours at the above address. 

Mail Order Supply Company: This firm is shortly 
opening new premises at 33, Tottenham Court 
Road, London, W.I. 

Woden: We have received a selection of cata- 
logue leaflets from the Woden Transformer 
Company Limited, which are available on request 
(Woden Ltd., Moxley Road, Bilston, Staffs.). 

These well illustrated leaflets show the -wide 
variety of transformers and chokes which have 
achieved a name for workmanship and reliability. 
The leaflets give full details of ratings; dimensions, 
fixing, weight and fixing. Representative leaflets 
deal with Audio Transformers, Lighting Trans- 
formers and Chokes, Auto Transformers, De Luxe 
types, Multi Match types, Mains Transformers, 
Swinging Chokes, and so forth. 

R A D I O C O N S T R U C T O R

(TRADE NoTES-continued from page 497\

Mullaril

A new and improved version of the Mullard
Frequency Spectrum Chart is norv available, at a
greatly reduced price, from Mullard Electronic
Products Ltd. (Century House, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, S'.C.2.) This Chart is based on
the decisions of the International Telecommunica-
tions Llnion Conference at Atlantic Cit-v in 194?.
Printed in sixteen colours it measures 30,, x 40,,
and, rnounted on the rtall, rt i l l  be a readv and
usefu l  rc te rence u .hererer  i t  i s  requ i red  lo  knor r -
at a glance horv the frequencv spectrum has been
allocated in terrns of media and rrorld zones.

So great vas the deamnd for these charts after
the first design rras announced, that the new
thart has been printed in larger numbers and the
price reduced from 30.,- to 6/6 (inc. postage).

CATALOGT]ES RECEIVEI)

Coulphone (58, Derby Street, Ormskirk, Lanca-
shire) : We have received from this firm a
catalogue n'hich contains in its 32 tightly-packed
pages a mass of items of radio components and
equipment. The catalogue is l isted in alphabetical
order and includes sections on books, valves and
television components. A further illustrated list
is in the course of preparation and will deal I,ith
selected ex-Government radio surplus.

* * * x <

Lasky's Radio (370, Harrow- Road, London,
\'.9): The latest duplicated price l ist from this
firm includes a section on television cornponents
and units for conversion. Readers desiring regular
bulletins from this firm may obtain them on
request.

Philips' Amplifiers

I n  r i e r r  o f l h e  r e c o r d  6 g u r e s  r e c e n l l l  a n n o u n c e d
i n  c o n n e c l i o n  r r i t h  t h e  n a l i o n a l  e x p o r t  d r i r e ,  i t  i s
interesting to note that during the month of
l J e c e m b e r .  l a 4 B "  p h i l i p s  E l e c r . j . a l  L r d .  h a r e
exported to Belgium alone amplif iers rrith a total*power 

of over 25,000 r,arts.

The standard range of philips amplifiers for
sound reproduction equipment includes instru_
ments of l2+, 25, S0 and 100 I,atts. The Indus-
trial Department of phillips also announce that
sales, up to the present t ime, of HF Generators
total 5,000 kVA. The standard ranges of these
generators are rated at 12, 45 and 100 kVA.

Mullard Reference Cards

Mullard have published a cornplete list of all
reference cards rvhich have been issued, tosether
w i t h  d e t a i l s  o f  t h e  r a l v e  t r p e s  e a c b  

" a r d  
* i l l  t e s t .

Owners of Mullard Master Test Boards who rvould
like a free copy should ryrite to the address belorr
mentioning the serial number of their instru-
ments : Mullard Electronics products Lfd., Valve
Sales Dept., Century House, Shaftesbury Avenue"
London, \\r.C.2.

Heuy's Radio (5, Harrorv Road, London. W.2) :
Tbe Februar r -  Pr iee  L is t  o f  rad io  components  i s
nors available. Its l8 pages contain items too
numerous to mention. Like Lasky,s, this cata-
loge includes a section on television publicaticins
and components and units for the construction of
televisors. Copies of the catalogue are obtainable
on request. A working model of the .. Radio
Constructor" televisor may be seen during trans-
mission hours at the above address.

Mail Order Supply Company: This firmis shortly
opening new premises at 33, Tottenham Court
Road- London" S:.1.

Woden: Y'e have received a selection of cata-
logue leaflets from the Woden Transformer
Company Limited, which are available on request
(\I 'oden Ltd., Moxley Road, Bilston, Staffs.).

These rvell illustrated leaflets show the wide
variety of transformers and chokes which have
achieved a name for workmanship and reliability.
The leaflets give fuII details of ratingsi dimensions,
fixing, rveight and fixing. Representative leaflets
deal rvith Audio Transformers, Lighting Trans-
lbrmers and Chokes, Auto Transformers, De Luxe
t1'pes, Multi Match types, Mains Transformers,

Srringing Chokes. and so forth.
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TRADE REVIEW 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC CO. 

(Salford Electrical 
Instruments, Ltd.) 

Resistance , Capacitance 
Bridge and 

Decade Switch 

Our heading shows the General 

-Electric Company's Resistance and 

Capacitance Bridge. This is a small 

portable bridge designed for the 

quick checking, with fair accuracy, 

of resistors and capacitors (includ- 

ing electrolytics). It consists- of a 

pair of ratio -arms and a number of 

standard resistors and capacitors 

selected by a switch. The bridge is 

balanced by variation of the ratio - 

arms, a calibrated potentiometer. 

On the highest capacitance range, a calibrated power factor control is brought into circuit, giving a sharp 

balance and a direct indication of the " goodness " of the capacitor under test. Provision is also 

incorporated for checking the leakage of electrolytics. The leakage current is arranged to charge a 

capacitor which after an interval discharges through a neon tube. The rate of flashing of the 

néon is then a measure of the leakage current of 

the capacitor under test. 

Our other illustration shows an interesting 

component -a decade switch. This is a high - 

grade component for use in electrical measuring 

apparatus. It has a very low contact resistance, 

sturdy action and positive location. Twelve 

contact positions are provided,' giving 30 degree 

angular spacing, thus simplifying dial calibration 

and providing extra contacts. Shorting and non- 

shorting types are available and are listed as types 

416A and 416B respectively. Further details may 

be obtained from Salford Electrical Instruments, 

Ltd., Publicity Dept., Peel Works, Silk Street, 

Salford, 3, Lancashire. 
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TRADE REVIEW

GENERAT
ETECTRIC CO.

(Salford Electrical
Instquments, Ltd.)

Resistance / CaPacitance
Bridge and

Decade Switch

Our  head ing  shorvs  lhe  Genera l

E lec t r i c  Company 's  Res is tance and

Capacitance Briclge' This is a small

portable bridge designed for the

quick checking, I'ith fair accuracy'

of resistors and capacitors (includ-

ing  e lec t ro l l ' t i es ) .  l l  cons i ' t s  o f  a

pa i r  o f  ra l  io -a rms and a  number  o f

standard resistors and capacitors

selectetl by a switch. The briilge is

balanced by variation of the ratio-

arms, a calibrated potentiometer'

on the highest capacitance range, a calibrated porver factor control is brought into circuit, giving a sharp

balance and a direct indication of the " goodness " of the capacitor under test' Provision is also

incorporated for checking the leakage of electrolytics. The leakage current is arranged to charge a

"rn;iao" 
rvhich after an interval discharges through a neon tube. The rate of flashing of the

n is then a measure of the leakage current of

the capacitor under test.

Our other illustration shows an interesting

component-a decade sv'itch. This is a high-

grade component for use in electrical measuring

apparatus. It has a very Iow contact resistance'

sturdy action and positive location. Twelve

contact positions are provided,'giving 30 clegree

angular spacing, thus simplifying dial calibration

and providing extra contacts. Shorting and non-

shorting types are available and are listed as types

4164. and 4168 respectively. Further tletails may

be obtained from Salford Electrical Instruments'

Ltrl., Publicity Dept., Peel Works, SiIk Street,

Salford. 3, Lancashire.
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

PROOPS of Kingston -on- Thames 
OFFER 

Guaranteed Goods at amazing prices 
All Prices are inclusive of Carriage and Packing 

MULTI- RANGE TEST METER 
Brand new in manufacturer's cartons, this moving coil instrument is calibrated to read : 0 -1.5v, 0 -3.0v, 0 -60mA, 0- 5009 and 0- 5,0009. Mounted in black bakelite case, with terminals and switch situated on top. Full instructions embossed on back of case. Complete with carrying strap. Supplied FREE with each meter are circuit diagrams and full instructions for adding further ranges to make a compre- hensive multi range meter. OUR PRICE 15/9 

EHT Supply, simple, compact, no bulky trans- former required. No valves. Contents of kit : Four type 1190 Westinghouse pencil rectifiers. 
2 x 0.1uF and 1 x 0.25uF high voltage working capacitors. One 100 to I step up transformer. One 201(9 potentiometer. One 100K9 re- sistor. Input 6.3 volts, AC at 0.25 amps. Output variable up to 1700 volts at 1.0mA. With circuit diagram and full instructions. Each kit guaranteed, extremely suitable for television. OUR PRICE 29/6 

Paxolin strip containing twelve 1.8M9 and one 33 ohm resistor. Ideal for bleeder strip. 
OUR PRICE 1 '6 

Microphone assembly double button carbon. Complete in bowl -shaped holder with switch on top. Including properly fitted cord (approx. 
2 yards) and jack -plug. New in manufacturers' 
cartons. OUR PRICE 2/- 

Please write for our extensive price list of Government surplus, components and equipment 
PROOPS BROS. Ltd., (Dept. M) 39, Cambridge Road, Kingston -on- Thames, Surrey Telephone KINgston 4614. Shop hours 9 -5.30, 1 o'c Wed. Open all day Sat. 

I #d. Trolleybus (604 or 605) from Kingston S.R. Station 

Phone : 
58 DERBY STREET ORMSKIRK 

COULPHONE - RADIO 
"The Return of Post Mail Order Service" 

, ORMSKIRK, COULPHONE 
496 LANCS. ORMSKIRK Sole Proprietor:- Cliff Coulborn G3ATM 

C O U L PH ONE RADIO, apart from being the fastest MAIL ORDER SERVICE with SOUND GOODS is a PERSONAL SERVICE well appreciated by over 20,000 clients in all parts of the world -including America. All orders over 5/- are post free. Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. 
SELECTED EX -GOVT. SURPLUS GEAR 

In response to many requests from clients in all 
parts of the U.K. I have decided to stock- carefully 
selected items of ex -Govt. Radio Surplus -N O 
JUNK -only equipment in sound condition being 
considered-equipment which is also of the most 
value to radio enthusiasts. Prices? , The lowest of 
any -I invite you to compare, remembering that .. 16/6 there are no further charges for packing cases or carr. 
ROTHERMEL " TORPEDO " CRYSTAL 
MICROPHONES. Brand new in maker's boxes. 
List price £18/18/0. My Price £3/18/6. Post paid. 
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6A /APN /4. The ideal 
unit for conversion into a super C.R.O. or TELE- 
VISION RX. 26 VALVES including 14 6SN7 
(double triodes) and 5 in. C.R.T. A gift at £411916. 
Carriage Paid. 
TIIS4 TUNING PANELS. Two single and one 
2 -gang condensers with reduction drives. Three 
coloured knobs. Only 3/6. Post Paid. 
TU5B Tuning Units. Brand New. 25/ -. Carr. Paid. 
Type BC45640 Watt MODULATOR UNITS with 
1625, 12J5 valves and VT150 stabilser. 19/6. Post paid. 

MAINS TRANSFORMERS 
from 16/6 post paid 

Why buy surplus Mains Transformers when you can buy a brand new fully guaranteed job at a lower price. Standard size, drop through chassis type with top shround. Screened, primary tapped 200/230/250v. Interleaved and impregnated windings. 
(a) 250- 0 -250v 60ma 6.3v 3á, 5v 2a .. 
(b) 250 -0-250v 60ma 4v 4a, 4v 2a .. .. 16/6 

Following types have UNIVERSAL LT WIND- INGS 0- 4 -6.3v 4a CT and 04 -Sv 2a enabling either 4v or -6.3v valves and 4v or 5v rectifier to be used. 
(c) 250 -0-250v 80mA 
(d) 300 -0-300v 80mA 
(e) 350- 0 -350v 80mA 
(f) 250- 0 -250v 100mA 
(g) 300- 0 -300v 100mA 
(h) 750- 0 -350v 100mA 
(i) 350- 0 -350v 150mA 

.. 19/- 

.. 19/- 

.. 19/- 

.. 22/- 
22/- 
22/- 

0-4-6.3v 6a, 0-4-5v 3a .. 39/- 
10,000 VALVES IN STOCK AT B.O.T. PRICES Send 2 4d stamp for 32 page Catalogue and valve list. If interested in EX- GOV'T. SURPLUS, please include extra 2 0 stamp for illustrated surplus catalogue, it will save you £'s. 
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R A D I O  C O N S T R U C T O R

;

) PROOPS of Kingston-on-Thames
OFFER

Guaranteed Goods at annazing priees
All Prices are inclusive of Carriage and packing

MULTI.RANGE TEST METER
o"-',iilli'u- j603"?H?.6:i:d;br:T:frri,i.{,i]"ler'l{:lT[TL'.j"^:,:li1T*1","i.,:x1,,3,,1#,,,?;,;l"l
*:{,i:.*}i!i{::..,,':J}i,"illtT#.""1.6t:l il,:n*,"S:*t,:aru,Lrir*"xlr";xy}:"n::
Brand new in

hensive multi range meter.

rerminals ana switch'siruiGd
FREE

ranges to make a compre-
ouR pRrcE tsig

EHT Supply_. simple, compacr, no bulkv trans_rormer requtred. No valves. Contents-of kit :Four lyqe H90- Westinghouse pencil rectif iers.
z  x  u . . ru t  and I  x  0 .25uF h igh  vo l tage work ing
Xpacitors.^ One 100 ro I stip up tinsformerl
une IUKJz' potentiometer. One l00Kf) re_stor. Input- _6.3 volts, AC at 0.25 ta-mos.
wurpu l  .vanab le .  up  ro  I  700 vo l ts  a r  I  .OmA.
wr rn  c l rcu t I  d ragram and fu l l  ins t ruc t ions .
Eacn.  .K t t  guaranteed,  ex t remely  su i tab le  fo r(e revrs ron .  OUR PRICE 2916

Paxol in str ip.  containing rwelve l .8Ml) and one
JJ ohm resistor.  Ideal for bleeder str ip,

ouR PRICE l/6

Micropbone assembly double burton carbon.
Complete_ in_.bowl-shaped holder with swirch on
t o p .  

. t n c l u d t n g .  p r c p e r l y  f i t t e d  c o r d  ( a p p r o x .
/  y a r q s )  a n o  J a c k - p l u g .  N e w  i n  m a n u f a c t u r e r s .
cartons. ouR PRICE 2/-

Please write for our extensive price list of Government surplus, components and equipment
PROOPS BR9S-.-Ltd., (Ofpt. lg 39_, Cambr_id-gg Road, Kingston-on_Thames, SurreyTelephone KlNgston 461i. Shop hours s-i.:T, i o'c wefi. op"n ulio'uv'sut.

t ld. Trolleybus (604 or 605) from Kingston S.R. Station

COTJLPHONE RADIO
" The Return of post Mail Order Seryice,,

"#ii;;** 58, DERBV SBpqr, oRMsrcinr, .8i,Ti,;o*,
4 9 6  L A N C S .

s?'"sJt3Nim?tg,s*".iJi"Ji".fi:.1"i"*"'."3,'"ifi ii*rHf *^*,""5r:TJ;J_:,;,"";' 
America. arr ..a"i!1""i17 ;t;;t i;#."' Terqs C.W.o. or C.o.D.

MArNS TBANSFORMERS ll SELECTED Ex_covT. suRpLUs GEARfrom t6/6 post paid ll rn t&pons"-to -"rv reouests from clients in all' rvrrr  ru/v pust patq l l  ln response to manv reouests from cl ients in al l
Ylv qu, surplus-Mains Transformers *h"n you.ur l l  pans <irrtri u.(. i ia".-J"-"iJ"i ' io'stock carefuily
Duyabrandnew- fu l l yguaranteed jobata lowi rp r ice .  l l  !9199!gq  i tems o f  ex-Govt .  Rad io  Surp lus-N6
]ir119ar$ slze. drop through chassis rype wiri rop l l JUryf -only equipment in sound condii ion being
snround. _screened. primary tapped 200/2 jol256rl. l l  considered +quipment which is also of the most
lnterleavecl and impregnaled windings. l l  value -to. radio enthusiasts. Prices? The lowest of

gl ag-g-?:g" 6oma 6.3v 3i,, sv za .-. . . 16t6 ll ti.-i."'X""f".lfj, jfl..:'Jl;..?""T,?#*.:'?? 
",}.?:(b) 250_0_250v 6oma 4v 4a. o, ,:_^-. 

. _ .._,_ulu ll E?.rJi=I#j,_"rr- ;;"d"1"L"_:;T"TFJiili'"?!'dor"#?T3+1"*:Tlyf,Ti"'^hi..yli{; ll il,i%x,gY';'lL,qiitt}ilt*i.1;;irj:'4v or 6 3v valves and 4v or 5v rectif ier ro be used, l l  unir for conversion into a super c.R.o. or TELE-
(c) 250-0-250v Roma ro/ l l  vlsroN nx. zo vlrnns-ln"t;aine 14 6sN7(c) 250-0-250v 80mA .. .. tq/- ll y,lSI-ON RX. 26 VALVES- ilrcluding 14 6SN7
(d) 300-0-300v eo-A .. .. . . inl,-- ll ,g:.Ygt" 

triodes) and 5 in. C.R.T. A gifi at s4l19/6.
(e) 3s0-o-3sov 80mA .. .. .. .. ;;ir- ll Yii!?ti,Iiif"o pANELs. rwo sinsre and one
(f) 250-0-250v l00mA .. .. .. -. zz.t- l l  z-eane condensers with reduction oriies. ihrCe.. .. Z2l- ll 2-gang condensers with reduction driies. Three

,r;_ l l coloured knobs. Only 3/6. post paid.
"  "  : : ' , -  l l  TUSB Tun ing  Un i ts .  Brand New.  25 / - .  Car r .  pa id .
. . ' .  z z t -  l l  T y p e B C 4 5 6 4 0 W a t t M O D U L A T O R U N l T S w i r h

(g) 300-0-300v 100mA .. rrl- ll coloured knobs. Only 3/6. Post Paid.
1t 1:so-o-:sou roo-r. .. .' 

" " 
::',- ll IusB-Iqling units' B;and New. 25J--.-c-?rJ. Paid.

:  - . . .  ' .  t r t -  l l  TypeBC45640Wat tMODULATORUNITSw i rh(i) 350-0-350v r50mA 0-4-6.3v ia. o-a.iu:" !6"-- ll IJrTB:;t":i,1gi:'#33"YLi"T.?SHSIi;i:1
10,000 vALvEs IN STOCK AT B.O.T. PRICES

Send 2id sta.mp for 32 page catalogue and valve l isr. If inrerested rn EX-Gov'T. suRpLUs-prease Incrude extra 2;d stamp for i l lustrated surplus catalogue, it wil l save you t,s.

l L t



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

ot INSTRUMENT CO. 
244, Harrow Rd., London, W.2. 

EX -W.D. 
6 VALVE 

SU PERM ET 

Complete less valves and crystal 816 
Can be adapted for 4 station 
push- button Receiver or Car 
Radio. Full of useful components. 

Plus I /6 
postage 

Above set can be supplied with 32/6 valves. Post Free L 

Data Book 1/6 on the above set. 

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE 
New. Fitted in beautiful teak 
case; using heavy stud type 
selector switches and preci- 
sion galvanometer. 

£2.15.0 plus 2/6 pack- 
ing & ins urance 

MAINS TRANS. Stand 
up and Drop- through type. 
Primary 200 -250v. Second- 
ary 350-0-350 80mA.5v 
2amp., 4v 3 amp. 

Post paid £ 
NUTS, BOLTS,WASH- 
ERS small sizes for 
model making. 
3 gross asstd. 

SCREENED 
FLEX. Suitable 10/- 
for mikes IOOft. 

7/6 

EX -RAF CLOCK UNIT. This can be modified 
for use as clock or automatic timing device. '' 
Packed in Casket of strong bakelite or solid oak 
with sponge padding. Size of actual motor- - íj 
diameter 31" x I" deep. Casket 6 "x6 "x5" 12/6 ì d 

Post free, complete E\ 
Write for list of bargains to Dept. R.C. \ ̀ 
INSTRUMENT CO., 244, Harrow Road, 

Telephone -CUNningham 0508 

3/6 VALVES 3/6 
Send for our Lists of 

These and Other Bargains 

Condensers 
Transformers 
Speakers 

Magnifying Lenses 5" from 25/- 
Magnavista Lens stocked 

(Price List on application) 

Manufacturers and 
Ex- Government Surpluses 

DUKE & CO. 
219, ILFORD LANE, 
ILFORD 0295 ESSEX 

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS. 

DISTRIBUTORS OF BERNARDS BOOKS. 

Trade Enquiries Invited 

Television 
DON'T DELAY 

ORDER THESE ITEMS NOW 
WHILST STILL AVAILABLE 

RI355 RECEIVER (new) as recom- 
mended by this magazine for the 
construction of inexpensive television. 
Complete with RF unit type 25, 47/6 
plus 5 /- carriage. 

TYPE 6 INDICATOR also specified 
£3 /19 /6, plus 15 /- carriage in wooden 
case. 7/6 refund allowed on return 
of case. 

DROP -THROUGH TRANSFOR- 
MER giving 350 -0 -350, 6.3 and 5v. 
Post free LI. - 

E.H.T. TRANSFORMER to give 
2500 volts and 4 volts at 3 amps. 
6.3 volts at 3 amps. Post free £2/10/0. 

E.H.T. RECTIFIER (post free) 8/- 

CONDENSERS 8mfd. 450 volts 
working. Each 1/9. 

DATA BOOK giving full modific- 
ation instructions and parts required 
for the Inexpensive Televisor. Post 
free 1 /6 

The Radio & Electrical Mart 
(G3BSW) of 

253 Portobello Road, London, W.11 
PHONE : PARK 6026 

Take pleasure in offering the following items of 
surplus and new radio equipment at competitive 
prices. Carriage Paid. Money back Guarantee. 

Type 22. Transmitter Receiver. This 13 valve ex. 
R.A.F. set is crystal controlled and represents a bargain 
buy. The sets are as new in canvas holdalls and are 
complete- Tested and ready for use -with 12v Power 
Pack -Mike and Headphone Set. Price £15. Carriage 
Paid. Add £1 for wood case. Returnable. 

Type BC.605. U.S. Army Amplifiers. These 15 watt 
sets are beautifully made and are complete except for 
power pack. Price 50/ -. 

R.A.F. 12v. Vibrator Pack with Push -Pull Audio 
Amplifier at the bargain price of 30/ -. 

R.A.F. Test Set Type 46. New Battery Operated 
Frequency Meter Signal Generator. 2 -23.5 Mcs. Made 
by Marconi Instruments. Can be made All -wave by 
inclusion of LW and MW Coils. Price 40/ -. 

2 -Meter Oscillator- Receiver or Signal Generator. 
Using EC53. Requires only LT 6.3 and 120v HT 
supply to work. Complete with circuit. 16/6 each. 

Type BC453A or B. If you own one of these excellent 
receivers we can offer you a Medium Band Coil pack 
which is easily fitted into the receiver enabling LW and 
MW Reception. Complete with circuit diagrams. 
You will be delighted with the results. Price 17/6. 

Write for Lists. Please Add Postage. 

Sv 

l j ,
1. .
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R A D I O  C O N S T R U C T O R

INSTBI]MBNT OO.
244, Ilarrow Rd., london, l{.2.

W H E A T S T O N E  B R I D G E
New, Fi t ted in beaut i ful  teak
case; using heavy stud tYPe
selector switches and Dreci-
sion galvanometer.

€2. | 5. 0 i,l;L'J,'" l;"':;
MAINs TRANS.  Stand
up and Drop- th rough type,
Primarv 200-250v. Second-
ary 350-0-350 80mA.5v
2amp. ,  4v  3  amp.  t l

Pos t  oa id  r '

NUTS,  BOLTS,WASH-
ERS small sizes for

i11?l.l*ll:: 7 /5
ifE5.T"rl,P*o'. lO/-
lor mikes lO0ft.

EX-\^f.D.
6 VALVE

St ,PERHET
Complete less valves ana crr*al  

f l / ( l
Can be adapted for 4 stal ion
oush-button Receiver or Car Plus I  /6
hadio. Ful l  of  useful  components. postoge

f"*J: 
*, can be suPPlied wir!" 

lZ/t

Data Book I  /6 on the above set.

EX-RAF CLOCK UNIT. This can be modif ied

for use as clock or automatic t iming device.
Packed in Casket of strong bakel i te or sol id oak

with sDonse padding. Size of actual motor-

diameter 3!" i '" o""F;f"r."!T 
l;t il'; 12/6

Write for list of borgoins to Dept. R.C'

llfSTRUMBllT C0., 244, ilarrow Road, W.2.
Telephon+CUNningham 0508

3/6 VALVES 316
Send for our lists of

fhese ond Other Borgoins

Condensers
Transformers
Speakers

Magnifying Lenses 5' from 25/'
Magnavista Lens stocked

(Price List on application)

l{anufacturers and
Ex-Government Surpluses

DUKE & CO.
219,  ILFORD LANE,
ILFORD o2es ESSEX

/r4AlL ORDER SPECIAIISIS.
D'STR'BUTORS OF BERNARDS 8OOKS.

.  Trade Enqu i r ies  Inv i ted

The Radio & Blectrical Mart
(G3BSW) of

253 Portobello Roail, Lonilon' W.l.L
PHoN: PARK 6026

Take pleasure in offering thd following items of -

surplui and new radio equipment at competitive
priies. Carriage Paid. Money back Guarmtee.

'Ivoe 22. Transmitter Receiver. This 13 valve ex.
R.a-.it. set is crystal controlled and represents- a bargain
buv. The sets are as new in canvas holdalls and are
coirplet+Tested and ready for use-with l2v Power
Pacli-Mike and Headphone Set. Price !15. Carriage
Paid. Add f,1 for wood case. Retumable.

Tvoe BC.605. U.S. Army Amplif iers. These 15 wart
sets-ire beautifully made and are complete except for
power pack. Price 50/-.

R.A.F, 12v. Yibrator Pack with Push-Pull Audio
Amptifier at the bargain price of 30/-.

R.A.F. Test Set Type 46. New Batterv Operateal
Frequency Meier Signal Generator. 2-23.5 Mcs' Made
bv Marconi Instruments. Can be made All-wave by
iriclusion of LW md MW Coils. Price 40/-.

2-Meter Oscillator-Receiver or Signal Generator.
Usine EC53. Requires onlv LT 6.3 and t20v HT
suppi-y to work. tomplete with circuit. l6/6 each.

TyDe BC453A or B. lfyou own one ofthese exellent
rceiiers we can ofler yQu a Medium Band Coil pack
wNch is easily fitted into the receiver enabling LW and
MW Receotion. Complete wirh circuit diagrams'
You wil l de delighted 

-with 
the results. Price 1716.

write for Lists. Please Add Postage.

tv

Television
DON'T DELAY

ORDER THESE IIEA4SNOW
WHILST STILL AVAILABLE

R1355 RECEIVER (new) as recom-
mended by this magazine for the
consr ruc t ion  o f  inexpens ive  te lev is ion .
Complete with RF unit type 25, 47/6
plus 5/- carriage.

TYPE 5 | NDICATOR also specified
L3 I 19 16, plus l5 /- carriage in wooden
case, 7/6 refund allowed on return
of case.

DROP-THROUGH TRANSFOR.
MER giving 350-0-350, 6.3 and 5v.
Post free fl.

E .H.T .  TRANSFORMER to  g ive
2500 volts and 4 volts at 3 amPs.
6.3 volts at 3 amps. Post free {2 /10/0.

E.H.T. RECTIFIER (post free) 8/'

CONDENSERS 8mfd, 450 volts
working. Each | /9.

DATA BOOK giving full modific-
ation instructions and parts required
for the lnexpensive Televisor. Post
free | /6

l
! l
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SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 

Readers' small advertisements will be accepted at 3d. per word, minimum charge 3/ -. Trade advertisements 
will be accepted at 6d. per word, minimum charge 6/ -. If a Box Number is required, an additional charge of 
1/6 will be made. Terms: Cash with order. All copy must be in hand by the 10th of the month for insertion in the following month's issue. 

PRIVATE 
WANTED. SX16 any condition cheap 1 With or with- 

out valves. Box 117. 

WANTED. Eddystone coils for 358X. Want two of A 
and one each of B, C, D, E and F. Box 118. 

BC348R. With internal power pack. Offers or exchange 
AC/DC gram motor and pickup. Buyer collects. 
Box 119. 

TRANSMITPER /RECEIVER. No. 19 with motor 
generator, phones, mike, junction box, . variometer. 
Wavemeter Mark 2D in carrying case. £20 the lot. 
Call evenings after 7 o'clock or week -ends: ISWL /G477, 
76, Wills Crescent, Park Avenue, Hounslow, Middlesex. 

FOR SALE. Portadyne 4 -valve battery superhet, 3 
wavebands (long, medium, short), £10 or offer. Also 
Eddystone battery Short Wave Four with plug -in coils 
from 9.5 -345 metres. In black crackle cabinet, like new. 
£10 or offer. ISWL /G1233, 118, Campboume Road, 
London, N.8. 

T1154 transmitter covering 20, 40 and 80 metre bands. 
150 watts input on CW. Also has internal modulator. 
Buyer collects NW. London area. Bargain at £3. 
Manual supplied. Crystal Monitor, type 4A, 100 -130 
Mcs with crystal and built -in 250 V 50 cps power pack. 
For rack mounting. In perfect working order. £211010. 
Box. 120. 

FOR SALE. Vitavox K12/12 permanent magnet loud- 
speaker. New condition. Only £5. Box 121. 

WANTED. Manual for RCA Wavemeter TE149. For 
sale: -145 Mcs receiver I392A; 14 valve superhet; 
crystal oscillator; two RF stages; original condition. 
Box 122. 

SALE. 6 -volt valves. State requirements. 5/- each. 
Also RF26 unit 21/- and RF27 unit 21/ -. Box 123. 

FOR SALE Valves, new and unused, 832 double -beam 
tettode VHF transmitting valves, 15 /-. Used but OK, 
PT15's, 10/ -; 1625's, 7/6 ; ML6's, 2/6. Also 
100kcs. Bliley standard xtal, with base and mounting, 
£1 : E. J. Clarke, 39, Boston Park Road, Brentford, 
Middx. 

V.H.F. TX VALVES' 829 B's, new and unused, 30/- 
each. Box 1049. 

TRADE 
G6MN for the " best " QSL's and approved log books, 

send for samples: G6MN, Bridge Street, Worksop, 
Notts. 

DUKE & CO. CLIENTS. Stamps only please when 
sending for lists of valves from 3/6d. and receivers. - 
219, Ilford Lane, Ilford, Essex. 

ELECTRIC CABLE. - 250 volts Plastic covered and 
others. Samples on request. -A. N. Russell, 30, 
Scott Road, Olton, Birmingham. 

Still a few available! 
INDICATOR type 62A - containing 
VCR97, twelve EF50's, eight other 
valves, 75 kcs. crystal, etc. 75/.. 

(Carriage and packing extra) 

Send SAE for Television List. 

GARLAND RADIO, Dept. RC 
4 Deptford Bridge, London, 5.E.4 

Phone: TIDeway 3965 

No Shop keeps all you want -we 
keep more than most. That's 
why people say- t 

ú ll PtObably get 

It a 

SMITH'S 
of Edgware Road" 

Pay us a visit and see for yourself 
H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD. 

287 -9 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 
Near Edgware Road Met. and Bakerloo 

Phone PAD. 5891 :: Hours 9 -6 (Thurs. I o /c.) 

V 

METAL WORK 
with a Difference ! 

This is an example of gear which can 
be made to YOUR OWN dimensions 

and layout. 

For full details and address of nearest agent, contact- 

L. J. PHILPOTT (G4BI) 
(E. J. PHILPOTT) 

Chapman St., Loughborough Te1.2864 

Leics. 

\ ,

SN{ALL AI}VDRTISEMENTS

Readem' small advertisements will- be aaepted at 3d. per word, minimum charge 3/-. Trade advertisements
y,,1t..b.f,1.:"!!..d-"t 6d. perlord, minimum charge 6/-. if a Box'NumbFila;qi,l*4, an aJaitionar lfiaili <ir
l,/o wlll be made. 'l erns: Cash witb order. All copy must be in hand by the lbth oi the month for insi-nionin thc following moDth's issue_

PRWATE
WANTED. SX15 any condition cheap ! Wirh or with-

ou tva lves .  Box  11?.

WANTED. Eddystone coils for 358X. Wanr two of A
and one each of B, C, D, E and F. Box I I 8.

BC348R.  Wi lh  in te rna l  power  pack .  Of le rs  o r  exchanse
AC/DC gram motor  and p ickup.  Buyer  co l lecG.
B o x  1 1 9 .

TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER. No. 19 with motor
gelerator, phones, mike, junction box, .variometer.
Wayemeter Mark 2D in carrying case. !20 the lot.
Call evenings after 7 o'clock or week-ends: ISWL/G477.
76, Wills Crescent, Park Avenue, Hounslow, Middlesex.

FOR SALE.  Por radyne 4-va lve  ba t te ry  suDerher .  3
ua\ebands ( long.  med ium,  shor t ) .  f l0  o r  o f fe r .  A lso
lddystone battery Short Wave Four with plug-in coils
from 9.5-345 metres. In black crackle cabinet.Tike new.
I l 0  o r  o f f e r .  I S W L / C 1 2 3 3 .  t l 8 .  C a m p b o u r n e  R o a d ,
London. N.8.

T l l54  t ransmi t re r  corer ing  20 ,  40  and 80  mer re  bands.
150 uar ts  input  on  CW.  A lso  has  in te rna l  modu la to r .
Buyer collects NW. London area. Bargain at f,3.
Manua l  supp l ied .  Cr )s ra l  Mon i ro r .  rype  4 ,A,  100-130
Mcs u i th  c rys ta l  and bu i l r - in  250 V 50  cps  power  pack .
For  rack  mount ing .  ln  per fecL  work ing  order .  f2 i1010.
Box 120-

FOR SALE.  V i tavox  Kt2 /12  permanent  magnet  loud-
speaker .  Newcond i r ion .  On iy f5 .  Box  l2 l i

WANTED. Manual for RCA Wavemeter TE149. For
sale: 145 Mcs receiver 1392A; 14 valve superhet;
c rys(a l  osc i l la ro r ;  two RF s rages ;  o r ig ina l  cond i t ion .
Box 122-

SALE. 6-volr valves. State requirements. 5/- each,
Also RF26 unit 21l- and RF27 unit 2ll-. Boi 123.

FOR SAf,E Valves, new and unused, 832 double-beam
!-elr_o_qe vIlF transmitting valves. l5/-. Used but OK,
PTl5 's .  l0 / -  ;  1625 's ,  t /6  :  ML6 's .  2 /6 .  A lso
I00ka.  B l i ley  s tandard  x ta l ,  w i rh  base and mount ing ,
{.!-: E. J. Clarke, 39, Boston Park Road, Brentford,
Middx.

Y.H.F. TX VALVES' 829 B's, new and unused, 30/-
each. Box 1049.

TRADE
G6MN for the " best " QSL's and apDroved log books.

send for samples: G6M N, Bridge Streer, Worksop,
Notts-

DUKE. & CO. CLIENTS. Sramps only please when
!q!dr.!g fqr lists of valves from 376d. and'receivers.-
219, I lford Lane, I lford, Essex.

ELECTRIC CABLE, 250 volts Plastic covered and
others._ Samp,les on requesr.-A. N. Russell. 10,
Scot r  Road,  OI ron ,  B i rmingham.

Sti/ l  o few ovoiloble!
INDICATOR type 624 -  con la in ing
VCR97,  lwe lve  EF50 's ,  e igh t  o lher
va lves ,  75  kcs .  c iys ta l ,  e tc ,  751=.

,  (Car r iage and pack ing  ex l ra )
- 

Send SAE for Television List.

OARLAND RADIO, Dept. RC
4 Deptford Bridge, London, 5.E.4

P h o n e :  T l D e w a y  3 9 6 5

}IETAL vyORK
with o Difference !

This is  an
be made

example of  gear which can
to YOUR OWN dimensions

and layout .

For full detoils ond oddress of neorest ogent, contact*

L. J. PHTLPOTT (G4Br)
(E. J. PHTLPOTT)

Chapman St., Loughborough 1s1.2s64
Le ics .

No Shop keeps o/ l  you wanr-we
keep more than most.  That 's
why people say- : r  o i

, r-, got u'

,{orrrll pToboo''r SMITHTS
oJ' Edgware Road"

Pay us a visi t  and see for yourself
H. L. SMITH & CO. !-TD.

287.9  EDGWARE ROAD,  LONDON,  W.2
Near Edgware Road Met. and Bakerloo

Phone PAD.589 l  : :  Hours  9 -6  (Thurs .  I  o /c . )

n.


